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In June, 2007, Executive Editor 
Amitt Parikh launched YSR 
e-magazine to work towards our 
spiritual evolution through Your 
Spiritual Revolution. In February 
2008, I gladly joined as Editor in 
this initiative for revolutionary holistic 
transformation of readers on a global scale. The 
first issue of YSR was on meditation. This first 
anniversary issue is a special issue on 
Enlightenment, which is the aim of meditation, 
yoga and spirituality itself. 

Humanity is currently facing a planetary 
crisis that threatens our very existence through 
all sorts of problems ranging from terrorism, 
racism, violence, poverty, injustice, soulless 
commercialism and religious fanaticism to 
global warming caused by ecological 
destruction. This crisis cannot be resolved 
through purely scientific or rational approaches, 
because at its very root, it is a spiritual crisis of 
consciousness. That makes awakening into 
Enlightenment crucial for humanity. 

What is Enlightenment? Is Enlightenment, an 
awareness that is already there, which we 
become aware of through spiritual practices? Is 
Enlightenment a destination or an evolutionary 
process? How can we reach individual and 
collective Enlightenment? This issue aims to 
look at  Enlightenment and paths to 
Enlightenment from a variety of perspectives to 
help readers gain a multidimensional and 
integral understanding. 

Love and Light,

Prabhath P

Prabhath77@yahoo.com

Message From The Editor

http://www.YourSpiritualRevolution.org
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otherworldly focus.What is Enlightenment? Many 

eastern conventional spiritual 
Even in the east, illusionist spirituality (Mayavada) 

traditions see Enlightenment as a 
is only one form of spirituality that gained ground with 

stage of awareness, which enables 
the advent of patriarchal traditions, which suppressed 

you to merge with the Formless 
the Divine Feminine and the integral Tantric traditions 

Transcendental reality and escape from the 
that revered Earth, universe and everything as equally 

manifested Cosmos and existence itself. This 
Divine and as real as the Transcendental Void and 

approach is based on the view of material and 
Formless Being. Historically, traditions that focussed 

other forms of manifestation as an insubstantial 
on the Masculine aspect of the Divine tend to 

illusion. In some western religious traditions, 
emphasise a God separate from the universe, while 

Enlightenment is equated with Salvation attained 
traditions that consider the Masculine God and the 

by rising to Heaven leaving behind Earth and the 
Feminine Goddess as expressions of the same Divine 

Universe to spend eternity in the presence of a 
reality, see both the manifested Cosmos and the 

male God. Such traditions also have an 
Transcendental Void as equally divine. 

By Prabhath P
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On the Pathless Path to 
Integral Enlightenment



Evolutionary Enlightenment understanding that Enlightenment can have physical 

and material effects. 
The classical Transcendentalist schools of 

Sri Aurobindo's spiritual collaborator, Mirra Enlightenment, which see merging into the Void 
Alfassa, known as the Mother, carried forward his or experience of Formless, timeless Brahmn as the 
mission and tried to manifest the Supramental ultimate reality and end, do not recognise the 
consciousness in her own body through her fabulous importance of the dynamic aspect of Brahmn, the 
explorations and experiments in body consciousness. evolutionary process in Enlightenment. The 
She discovered the “mind of the cells” capable of adepts of the ancient integral Tantric traditions did 
restructuring the nature of the body and the laws of the have the awareness of the evolutionary aspect 
species. She declared that “salvation is physical.” though they used different terminology for the 
Mother discovered the Divine aspect of matter when evolutionary process. In the modern era, it was the 
she experienced “two worlds within each other: a Indian sage Sri Aurobindo who first challenged 
world of Truth and a world of Falsehood. And this the incomplete view of Transcendentalists. He 
world of Truth is PHYSICAL; it isn't up there -  it's questioned both the materialist denial of Spirit and 
MATERIAL. And this is what is to come to the fore the ascetic denial of Matter as incomplete 
and replace the other - the true physical.” She called it extremes. According to him, “Nirvana in my 
the “transfer of power” leading to the new cellular liberated consciousness turned out to be the 
consciousness, which will form a new physics and the beginning of my realisation, a first step towards 
next biology of Earth. the complete thing, not the sole true attainment 

possible or even a culminating finale.” 
The 21st century spiritual teacher Andrew Cohen 

developed a unique version of 'evolutionary He pointed out that the Universe encompasses 
enlightenment.' According to Cohen, since the many planes of consciousness that are expressions 
classical ancients of the east viewed history as cyclical of the Divine. The Divine consciousness divided 
repeating the same process, and weren't aware of itself into infinite forms through a process called 
linear evolution in time, it might have made sense to i nvo lu t i on  and  became  the  s eeming  
them to see Enlightenment as a means to escape from unconsciousness of matter. Evolution is the re-
the incarnate existence and dwell in the eternal Peace mergence of this Divine consciousness inherent in 
of the Formless realm. But that is no longer enough. matter. According to him, the supreme integral 
Cohen feels that even the more recent inclusive Supramental truth consciousness integrates the 
definitions that say Enlightenment means becoming transcendental Formlessness with the infinite 
one with both the world and Formless, are inadequate, dimensions of evolutionary becoming. 
because to become one with the world, we have to 

His Integral Yoga aimed to go beyond the 
become one with the process of evolution itself at the 

Formless Enlightenment of conventional 
level of our own consciousness. Andrew Cohen writes, 

spirituality to enable human beings to become a 
“In this, we human beings find ourselves in the driver's 

new species through Divinisation of matter 
seat as never before, and the implications are dramatic. 

resulting in Supramental transformation of the 
In fact, a new definition of enlightenment must 

body itself. In his masterpiece Life Divine, Sri 
express the dawning revelation that from now on, our 

Aurobindo asserts, “A divine Life in the 
conscious participation in the evolutionary process 

manifestation is …the inevitable outcome and 
has literally become essential to the creative unfolding 

consummation of Nature's evolutionary 
of the cosmos.”

endeavour.” Many modern spiritual people have 

developed their own versions of this 
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Integral Gaia Yoga and Planetary 

Enlightenment

with the Buddhist view of Nirvana, which focussed 

solely on the Transcendental Emptiness. Even the 

Bodhisattva ideal of coming down from Nirvana for 
Now I would like to express my understanding the sake of living beings, implied that true Nirvana is 

of Integral Enlightenment. My great-grandmother not possible within manifested existence. 
had  prac t i sed  a  unique  in tegra l  and  

I was intrigued and inspired by the unique integral multidimensional spiritual path, which had its 
evolutionary methods of Sri Aurobindo and the roots in integral Tantric traditions, Earth 
Mother, the modern pioneers who tried to present a spirituality, the Goddess tradition, integral 
more integral approach to Enlightenment in contrast to intuition, healing and spiritual channelling. It also 
the illusionist classical views. I have also integrated integrated elements from the pre-Aryan Dravidian 
some aspects of their understanding into Integral Gaia spiritual heritage of South India and the Vedic 
Yoga. However, despite their valuable contribution to Aryan tradition. Though she had no formal 
the integralisation of spirituality, I realised that there is education or knowledge of the evolutionary 
more to Integral Enlightenment than even what their context of spirituality, interestingly, the system 
Integral Yoga aimed to manifest. that she practised through spiritual channelling, 

was integral in the sense that it accepted the Both Sri Aurobindo and the Mother considered the 
presence of the Divine in the manifested world Vedas as supreme and the Vedic Aryan culture as the 
too.  only culture of India. They did not accept the existence 

of a unique and non-Aryan Dravidian tradition with Since her passing in 1989, drawing on my 
integral Tantric roots in South India. They also viewed intuitively guided explorations and experiments in 
this Vedic Aryan culture of India as the most refined the evolution of Consciousness, study of various 
spiritual system capable of being World Guru, which I spiritual traditions, and integral intuitive 
found difficult to accept because I have come from a channellings I received, I further evolved the path 
Dravidian Indian tradition, which was obviously that emerged from her practice into a 
different but very much integral. Having explored multidimensional and integral approach to 
spiritual traditions from all over the world, I also collective and individual evolution. As per 
realise that there are traditions from other parts of the integral intuitive guidance, I later named it 
world that follow integral approaches and are not in Integral Gaia Yoga. 
any way inferior to what India's Vedic Aryan culture 

During my adventure of consciousness over has to offer. Rather than a monolithic culture, India has 
the last two decades, while exploring many always been a Communion of several different but 
spiritual paths, I became intensely aware of the interconnected cultures. Sri Aurobindo also 
importance of a completely integral and considered the human species as the epitome of 
multidimensional Enlightenment, both individual spiritual evolution and focussed more on the evolution 
and collective. During my initial explorations of of humanity into immortal Supramental beings rather 
spiritual traditions other than the one I was born than recognising Earth itself as a living 
into, I studied Buddhism and was delighted by the Superconsciousness on the path to planetary 
Buddha's exhortation to follow one's own light Enlightenment.
within and question what one was taught about 

Andrew Cohen's version of Evolutionary spirituality in the light of one's own spiritual 
Enlightenment rightly asserts the importance of experience. Though I did see inklings of an 
participating in the evolutionary process, in addition to integral understanding in the Buddhist concept of 
being one with the world and the Formless. But 'interdependent co-arising,' I was not satisfied 
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problems arise when he dismisses the cyclical sleep in the conventional sense and exist in a sort of 

view of evolution as a whole and emphasises the aware lucid dream consciousness even while asleep, to 

linear evolution alone. An integral understanding ensure that they come up to the surface for inhaling air. 

requires the awareness that evolution progresses Since breathing awareness induces a meditative state, 

both in linear and non-linear ways, in the form of it is possible that dolphins who breathe consciously 

successive cycles where the knowledge of have a meditative awareness. 

ancients is forgotten and later revived and evolved 
The planet is now facing an ecological crisis, due to 

further, seamlessly integrating what came before 
hubristic human domination of Earth and her beings. 

with the completely newly evolving aspects. 
Scientific rationalism, fundamentalist versions of 

Integral spiritual evolution is not absolutely linear, 
religion and some sections of conventional spirituality 

but a combination of linear, non-linear and 
have tried to assert the superiority of human species 

cyclical evolution. Also Andrew Cohen supports 
over the Earth and other beings that share our 

the anthropocentric classical spiritualist view that 
biosphere. This sense of superiority has driven 

only human beings can attain Enlightenment.
humanity to destroy the ecology and other species 

Is the human race, the pinnacle of evolution till under the impression that we can either colonise other 

now, and the only species on Earth capable of planets or enter a Heaven or Transcendental 

Enlightenment? Many dominant spiritual Formlessness no matter whether Earth and the other 

traditions have held the view that only humanity species rot. This superiority complex of humanity 

and no other species can be Enlightened. Anyway, appears misguided when we look at it in the Cosmic 

the history of ancient traditions itself shows that context also, because the existence of enlightened 

the belief in humanity as the crown of creation was extraterrestrial life cannot be ruled out. 

not the only perspective. Hindu mythology has the 
Some sections of humanity think of the liberation 

monkey God Hanuman, an immortal Enlightened 
of a chosen few who will ascend to Heaven or to 

being. There are stories of saints who were able to 
parallel dimensions, leaving behind the rest of 

speak to birds and animals in Hindu and other 
humanity, other species and Earth. However, in an 

religious mythologies. What if these myths cannot 
integral Enlightenment, no being, human or non-

be dismissed as mere metaphorical stories? Many 
human, can be left behind. The kind of Integral 

shamanic traditions revere animals and birds as 
Spiritual Enlightenment, which humanity now needs 

spiritual beings and channels of wisdom. Even 
requires that we acknowledge that the claims of 

some scientists admit that animals and birds can 
spiritual or rational superiority of the human species 

tune into the Earth consciousness and foresee 
are unwise. Any particular human culture or ideology 

natural disasters, but modern humanity has lost 
claiming to be World Guru or the human species 

that connection to Earth. 
claiming to be World Dictator will prevent us from 

Over centuries, there have been stories of integrating into our collective consciousness, the 

highly intelligent and spiritually conscious valuable aspects of the wisdom of other human 

behaviour by dolphins. Dolphins have saved cultures and other species. Not just humanity, but all 

many human beings in danger. Those who have living beings of Earth are important for integral 

engaged in swimming with the dolphins have collective planetary Enlightenment. If we mess too 

reported miraculous healings and a profound much with the delicate ecological balance of Earth, the 

spiritual connection. In spirituality, awareness of rebalancing process of Earth trying to preserve the 

breathing is considered a way to Enlightenment. whole could lead to the extinction of humanity. To 

Dolphins breathe consciously because they have prevent this catastrophe and find our place in the 

to come up to the surface to breathe. They do not scheme of the Divine evolutionary play, we must 
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respect diversity and realise our inseparable The Earth is a living organism with psychic and 

interdependence with different cultures within spiritual dimensions. Many ancient integral traditions 

humanity and the non-human species that share celebrated Earth as a Goddess. The Gaia Hypothesis of 

the collective consciousness of the living planet the scientist James Lovelock, which presents Earth as 

Earth. a superorganism, derived its name from the Greek 

Earth Goddess Gaia. Though Gaia Hypothesis due to 
An Integral Enlightenment can manifest a 

the limitations of the scientific rationalist framework 
sense of We, a Communion, among human beings 

did not see Earth as a superconscious being, it did help 
where each individual or culture is seen as a 

to trigger the recall of the lost ancient awareness of 
unique dimension of the collective consciousness. 

Earth as a superconscious Goddess. There were many 
This is different from the conventional attempts to 

dawns during the planetary evolution, when this 
manufacture a coercive collective of community 

awareness of the living Earth blossomed, only to get 
that imposes an artificial unity through 

covered up eventually by the periodic domination of 
suppressing the uniqueness of individual aspects. 

materialist or otherworldly spiritualist outlooks. When 
The human collective consciousness evolving as a 

we understand that we are all aspects of the 
Communion, can unconditionally accept 

superconsciousness of Gaia, we can participate in this 
individual differences as unique dimensions that 

co-creative dance of enlightened evolution 
add value to the collective consciousness, rather 

irrespective of surface differences of religion, 
than seeing them as sources of conflict. Such a 

ideology and culture.
revolutionary transformation in the evolution of 

human collective consciousness will alter the Integral Gaia Yoga endeavours to integrate the best 

current reality of conflict and separation to pave aspects of all that has evolved on Earth so far and also 

the way for peace, love, compassion and joy. Such transcend them to create new aspects of individual and 

an integral transformation will help us re-integrate collective evolution. The purpose is the simultaneous 

the Goddess aspect back into our spiritual integral heightening, deepening and widening of 

consciousness and realise both the Masculine individual and collective consciousness for an integral 

Divine and Feminine Divine as the unique individual and collective Enlightenment that can 

expressions of the same Integral Divine by manifest the unconditional Life, Love and Bliss of the 

harmonising the inner Goddess and inner God in Divine. For such an integral realisation, the ethereal 

our psyche. It will eventually enable humanity to heavenly summits of spiritual consciousness must 

relinquish its delusional sense of superiority and merge with the ocean trenches of self-awareness in the 

integrate itself with other living beings and the depths of Earth consciousness and also widen 

Earth consciousness in a harmonious and integral expansively to encompass infinite dimensions of 

multidimensional oneness. reality. This Integral Enlightenment can encompass 

even science and technology because they are also 
Integral Gaia Yoga, which I am evolving, is an 

aspects of the evolving collective consciousness. The 
ever-evolving pathless path where many paths can 

parameters of science itself can be broadened to 
merge and co-exist in Communion for 

manifest a more integral science and technology in 
manifesting Integral Enlightenment. Important 

tune with the enlightened consciousness of Gaia.
methods Integral Gaia Yoga applies on the path to 

Integral Enlightenment include Integral Integral Gaia Yoga aims for even a body 

Dimensions Meditation, Mudras (sacred hand transformation leading to the future evolution of 

gestures), Integral Intuition, Innernet Navigation humanity into an immortal post-human species. 

and Integral Dreaming,  Integral Intuitive Art and Anyway, Integral Gaia Yoga does not stop with the 

Integral Gaiaesthetics. individual Enlightenment or the transformation of 
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humanity alone because humanity is an integral 

part of the collective consciousness of Gaia that 

encompasses other Earthly species also. The core 

purpose of Integral Gaia Yoga is to facilitate 

integral individual and collective Enlightenment 

through the emergence of a planetary Gaia 

Consciousness of Earth consciously uniting the 

whole of humanity, all forms of Life on Earth and 

the planet itself with the Solar Spirit, the Universal 

Cosmic Consciousness, God/Goddess, infinite 

dimensions and Transcendental Being in Integral 

Communion, for manifesting Heaven on Earth. 

Prabhath P is a writer, editor, integral intuitive 

consultant, artist and holistic healer based in 

India. He is now developing Integral Gaia Yoga 

for Integral, individual and collective 

Enlightenment. 

© Prabhath P, all rights reserved
www.envisionearth.net
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INTEGRAL CONSULTANCY SERVICES

Prabhath P is currently evolving Integral Gaia Yoga, which aims for integral, 
individual and collective Enlightenment. Prabhath offers integral intuitive advice to 

help Individuals manifest their infinite potential and create their own personal,
professional and spiritual destiny.

Integral intuitive advice helps you to expand your consciousness and evolve your
life in tune with your inner intuition and your life's purpose on Earth in co-creation

with fellow beings.

Please indicate any questions you have and the areas of life you want the intuitive advice
to focus on.

Prabhath also offers Integral Dreamwork services and Reiki.
Contact: prabhath77@yahoo.com

www.envisionearth.net

http://www.envisionearth.net
http://www.envisionearth.net


and means freedom from the cycle of death and E n l i g h t e n m e n t  i s  a n  

rebirth. Moksha is liberation from all suffering and effortless, blissful state of being. 

freedom from all limitation on our material plane. It is that moment that allows you 

Moksha is the transcendence of phenomenal being; a to be divinely who you are. 

state of higher consciousness, in which matter, energy, Enlightenment occurs, in my 

time, space, causation and the other features of life, moment to moment.  Enlightenment is a 

empirical reality are understood as Maya and no feeling that connects you, from breath to breath, to 

longer exist, according to dear Wiki. In Hindu belief grace, to liberation, to ecstasy. Enlightenment is a 

and practice, and there are more forms of Hindu sense of union with all that is, with all that has ever 

practices than this author can begin to recall, been, and with all that ever will be. Enlightenment 

enlightenment is bestowed only to those who have is our now, and it is our journey, of the past, of the 

discharged their karma, or their soul baggage. Moksha future. We are still, aware, and whole, when we 

comes as a reward for decent, right living. Wow, that's understand we are enlightenment.  

a bit too harsh for me, and requires too much work  
In Hinduism, enlightenment is called Moksha 

Living Enlightenment
By Anne Kaspar

“There is no enlightenment outside of daily life.” - Thich Nhat Hanh 
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honestly. Too many for my taste. Let's speculate? How much 

sacrifice and patience would God/dess/ALLLTHATIS 
Modern Christianity calls enlightenment 

necessitate? When I view the blazing abundance of our 
salvation. In Christ we are free. We are saved - as a 

earth, of my own blessed life, these divine demands do 
born-again Christian may explain to you, while 

not compute.  Look at all you have been gifted from 
you look over her shoulder to view the charming 

the moment you arrived here. An attitude of gratitude 
landscape, as you politely continue to listen to 

may engulf you now, if you allow.
what seems very much like a bit of yet another 

version of verbal religious ramble - by our Buddha, as we know, after a lifetime of passionate 

acceptance of Christ as our savior. Liberation in study, concentrated meditation, interminable search, 

Christianity comes not as a reward for good deeds as well as abandonment of all Gods and Goddesses and 

but is experienced in our life as dissolution of the their whole karmic load of baggage, one day just 

sense of self as a separate, ego-based personality, realized he was enlightened. He was living, breathing 

once one accepts Christ as savior and the concept pure consciousness. He was free at last. He focused on 

of grace. Through the suspension of ego eternal, his breath, a meditative practice. After 49 days of 

pure spirit is discovered. Grace is simply concentration or not, of sitting under the loving shade 

bestowed.  of the Bodhi tree, he came to who he was.  

Similar to Buddha's message, the Christian All records of Buddha's spoken word -  much like 

message, speaks to us of a desireless state, where Yeshua, Buddha declined to record his own teachings 

the divine path is divine will, and we through our through writing - remind us again and again, like The 

acceptance of Christ's death on the cross and Gnostic Gospels of Thomas, which purport to record 

resurrection for us, are saved. With one horrific Yeshua's living words, we are enlightened by the 

human sacrifice we are free forever. Forever we nature of our being. Seemingly Buddha, like Yeshua, 

are enlightened, despite our deeds and actions. believed in the 'living word,' rather than the written or 

Through our surrender to God, grace is bestowed. 'dead word.' We are enlightened, all of our lives, 

We can look forward to heaven, or deliverance throughout all time and space, and no-time, no-space, 

from this 'fallen' world, after our mortal death. but somehow we still don't get it. Buddha and Yeshua 

Only then can we rejoin God, the Father for remind their own disciples time and again: you are 

blissful eternity. Personally, I believe the basic enlightened.   

concepts to be true, but without the sacrifice of a 
My life, much like yours I am certain, began 

human being. The sacrifice of Yeshua, and the 
happily. In fact, I was a 'bliss bunny' from the moment I 

immeasurable wait for heaven doesn't make any 
can recall. How joyful I was as an infant. I was so 

sense to me. Why God/dess would command the 
happy, my Mother tells me I rarely cried, usually only 

sacrifice of a human being, leave alone his/her 
when a clean diaper was preferred. I would chatter, eat, 

only begotten son, and exact such excruciating 
sleep and love, all day, and all night. My very being 

patience, I cannot begin to fathom. I feel heaven 
was LOVE IN THE NOW. I remember looking 

here and now and always have.  
beyond the quiet, colorful, crib mobile, out through the 

My union with God/dess/ALLTHATIS, is now, window, to the lovely green tree leaves quivering in 

and always has been now, from moment to the summer wind. I remember listening to the 

moment.  How many native and other religions melodious music of the morning birds. This simple 

demand animal and human sacrifice as well as an recollection is, to me, a moment of the joy of 

outlandish practice of patience of one sort or enlightenment. A gift of grace we all as children have, 

another for enlightenment to be in a believer's life? and still possess today, is that simple, I believe. Now I 
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understand Buddha's attraction to that Bodhi tree, “Before enlightenment; chop wood, carry water. 

his commitment to sitting beneath its loveliness. After enlightenment; chop wood, carry water.” - Zen 

Nature, a subtle but powerful divine gift, often proverb

calls us this way, back to our essential self, to our 

vital enlightenment.  

As a child how many times did we fall, cry for a 

sliver of a moment, as blood dripped down our Anne Kaspar, C.A.P.H, who resides in the majestic 

tiny, fast legs, and then quickly forget our pain, our mesas of Northern New Mexico and Santa Fe, is a 

anguish, our shame?  Within another sliver of a Health and Wellness Consultant and founder of 

moment, we ran to catch our friend, who after BodyByBliss (TM), an educational program dedicated 

spending yet another sliver of a moment to inspect to the discovery of Bliss through deep exploration of 

the fascinating knee injury - perhaps to experience Self. Anne is currently writing two books of spiritual 

fully the moment - felt the call to bliss, to journey and discovery. 

happiness, to a very simple moment to moment 

daily illumination. We ran to him because he was 

already back there. Yes, this is indeed who we are, 

what we are, where we are. We are so alive in our 

daily, moment to moment enlightenment, we 

cannot possibly truly ever forget for long. Or 

perhaps we forget altogether? 

As I conclude this luminous moment of 

enlightenment, I watch the young northern New 

Mexico mule deer forage through the sweet, new 

greens of my front gardens. I see my cats Taia and 

Tristan are spellbound. Both are posted at their 

respective corners of the garden, watching, 

waiting. The precious relationship, budding for 

weeks between these two divergent species, calls 

to my heart. My being wants to be with the timid, 

young deer feeding this beautiful, breezy spring 

morning. My being wants to be with my silently 

alert, diligent, very curious, and deliciously 

present young felines. I want to experience what 

they are experiencing, NOW.

You know what: I feel love now, plain and 

simple. The young deer and my cats feel in love 

with each other. Why? How? Does it matter? 

Probably not. Love is love. Off I go; to sit quietly, 

respectfully, devotedly, with these pure and loving 

creatures. I sit in the most sumptuous, most 

splendid, the most delightful enlightenment I 

know -  life.    

© Anne Kaspar, all rights reserved  
www.bodybybliss.com
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He went in and out of psychiatry, but always started When I was asked to write an 

drinking again. So after my mother passed it took not article about enlightenment I 

long until he died one night in the street, because he thought - gush, how can I do 

lost his key and couldn't enter his house again. It was that? So much is said about it 

cold and he already was ill, so they found him dead on already - many people have 

the next morning. Death is one of the greatest teachers written about it. Is there 

and brought me into a deep commitment to find out anything new I can write? Maybe by sharing part 

more about life and spirituality. of my EarthWalk I can give an idea of what 

Enlightenment might be ....
First I met Roshi Joan Halifax at a Buddhist 

Women Congress in Cologne / Germany. As she held My consequently walking a spiritual path 

workshops about death and dying, I went to see her. started in 1998 when both my parents died in a 

Listening to her talks and participating in a workshop, very short period of time. My mother was 

made me wanting to continue studying with her. For diagnosed with an extremely aggressive type of 

several years I practiced Zen and had the blessings of cancer which progressed very quickly. It was a gift 

deep and profound Buddhist teachings.for me that we still had enough time to heal our 

lifelong issues with each other and that we were 
Enlightenment in Buddhist practice is a topic that 

able to experience a special kind of closeness that 
seems very central to the teachings.

often only dying makes possible. It rids us of all 

Enlightenment is like the fuel that runs the practice conventional behaviours and attitudes and 

...but what is this Enlightenment we are striving for? thoughts, we come to the very essence of our 

There are many different approaches already in Zen being. During this process, my father - as an 

practice, even more when we take all Buddhist alcohol addict - could not cope with the situation. 
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Actualization

 Ah-Kine Enlightenment

By Dagmar FourBears Ceki 



traditions in account. On my way, to be honest, I In our times of Narcissism and Egoism as valued 

lost interest in this question. I felt being here NOW attitudes and ways of living, in our times when 'being 

is a task already big enough. One' is often misunderstood as “I am okay, you are 

okay” -  no matter how I behave - and the fact that we 
While in retreat with Joan Halifax, I came in 

are all already enlightened on our deepest 
touch with women who practiced shamanism and 

mindgrounds leads to the thought of “we do not have 
were students of a Native American teacher. After 

to work anymore on it,” we need more to the concept 
an invite to a Sweat Lodge, I felt a deep longing of 

of Enlightenment. 
going deeper into it. But it took me a while to find 

my own teacher. In 2003, I started a traditional I had dozens of opportunities to observe so called 

apprenticeship with Maria Yraceburu, a Quero Enlightened Masters or students having these Satori 

Apache Holy One of the Tlish Diyan (Snake moments, and I was puzzled by the way they lived - 

Clan). about the amount of sexual, financial abuse and 

addictive behaviour to be found. Explanations as 
In a traditional apprenticeship there are several 

“don't expect teachers to be perfect” wouldn't work for 
circles and spirals in personal growth and spiritual 

me. I felt that if somebody is enlightened this should 
re-connection that we have to go through. First we 

go hand in hand with an authentic, ethical behaviour 
have to free ourselves from the Ego, this part we 

towards all sentient beings. Meanwhile I understand 
usually mis-identify with the I or Me, that has a lot 

that Enlightenment might happen in a moment, but if it 
of 'Likes and Dislikes' and very personal intention 

is not intrinsically connected to a profound spiritual 
in all it does and decides. We go through all our 

and personal growth in this person it means nothing 
issues and, like an onion, get rid of one layer after 

but an EgoTrip. It does not serve the community, not 
the other as long as it takes to be freed from at least 

the world and not the Universe. Enlightenment 
the biggest Ego parts and have kind of a sense of 

unfolds, and only if we join into with ALL efforts to 
connection to our True Self, to our authenticity 

grow personally, become more authentic, live 
and to the spiritual source that we might call 

ethically, it becomes Enlightenment that serves 
God/dess - Spirit - Emptiness or whatever. This is 

humanity and All That Is.
followed by a period of time in which we need to 

learn  how to go with the flow, integrate our Only Enlightenment that is more than just a nice 

knowledge into daily life and get more insights moment of personal feeling and insight can be called 

about our purpose here on Earth. Actualization  Ah- Kine ...   Walk your Talk...

Enlightenment in the Tlish Diyan Tradition is  A challenging concept in our times, but one that 

called Ah-Kine and means Actualization. can work to the Highest Best of One and All. 

People who come to that actualization are 

called the same, as there is no longer a gap 

between Enlightenment and the Enlightened 

person. Ah-Kine means to be aware of our Dagmar FourBears Ceki, who lives and works in 

Oneness and Diversity in a profound way. Not in Sweden, is a Counsellor & Healer trained in Quero 

the meaning of a short and spontaneous moment Apache Snake Clan Spirituality. Additionally she 

(like eg: Satori in Rinzai Zen) but in the moment to studied Zen for several years. She led the Interfaith 

moment living our evolutionary role. Of course, I Retreat Caillaou in France for several years and 

know there are moments of Enlightenment ever founded the  EarthLi fe  Ins t i tu te  Europe.

now and then, spontaneous experiences of Being 

One. But where does it lead to ... ?

© Dagmar FourBears Ceki, all rights reserved 

www.earthlifeinstitute.eu
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“Don't worry, be happy.” consciousness - enough people thinking the same 

way! And as enough of us expand our belief systems, 
S u d d e n l y  e v e r y b o d y ' s  

we expand human consciousness, and indeed usher in 
singing this song, and there is 

an enhanced dimension to live in - in layman terms 
much talk about a change in 

each of us makes the world a better place! And 
worldwide consciousness 

enlightenment is happening!
ushering in a new dimension. 

And if you really want to know the state of your And perhaps you look around and wonder, or 
current consciousness: look around you! For there is even scoff, but by understanding what is really 
no separate 'you' or 'life'! You and your life and your meant, you can instead add to this happiness 
world indeed are your consciousness and your current quotient rather than to the doubts and worry.
reality is a mirror, a physical reflection indeed of your 

Your consciousness is not some mumbo jumbo 
personal consciousness. And those areas of life which 

out of reach mystical aspect of self - it only implies 
appear to be like misshapen eyebrows, not exactly in 

your belief system! The sum total of what you 
the shape you choose, are literally showing you where 

think and feel about self, life, the world, universe 
you need to thread away your limited thinking! And as 

and God. A new dimension is not some mumbo 
you expand your limited perspectives - as your 

jumbo mystical plane that will descend from the 
consciousness merges with its vaster aspects - 

skies - it only implies the critical mass of human 

By Divyaa Kummar
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personal enlightenment is happening!  And as while the above explores what I am calling personal 

enough of us make this change within, it reflects enlightenment, this term is truly an oxymoron. For in 

all around and hey presto - our planet indeed true enlightenment there is no personal self left. And 

progresses and we have a new dimension, an thus paradoxically the very goal that seekers so 

improved human experience to then further ardently seek - personal enlightenment - is only the 

explore and add to. And enlightenment carrot, and the journey towards it is the real goal! For it 

(worldwide) is happening! For we don't exist 'in' a is only through 'knowing thyself' and exploring, and 

dimension; our consciousness is the dimension!  indeed fulfilling all aspects of your personal 

consciousness, that you can move beyond it without 
“Don't worry, be happy” - yes it is a catching 

fear or regret. True surrender is when you have 
refrain! And a word of warning:  consciousness is 

claimed the creator that you are, (at physical levels 
more catching than the latest fashion trends! This 

through your thoughts, feeling and energy signatures; 
is often called the 'Hundredth monkey syndrome' 

at vaster levels as the architect of your blueprints; and 
after one of the early experiments (by Ken Keyes) 

at deeper levels as That which orchestrates the game 
which first observed this critical mass 

called existence) and are in surrender to This Self. 
consciousness in effect! On a selected island, Ken 

Surrender is not giving your power away to a higher or 
and his team would feed monkeys their favorite 

larger force, but resting, abiding in all that you are and 
food of sweet potatoes, but purposely drop these 

have chosen to explore as its individuation. Surrender 
potatoes on the sand which monkeys dislike; 

is not a passive state but where you revel in exploring, 
thereby enforcing them to remove the sand before 

being and fulfilling whatever you as creator have 
eating!  Over a time period they observed not only 

chosen through the current self or focus.
new born monkeys instinctively wash their 

potatoes before consuming, but soon the majority And in this state of active rest, do 'you' the personal 

of monkeys even on other islands doing the same! self then begin to move from your personal 

Ken and his team realized that when 'enough' consciousness, and even it's desire to be enlightened, 

monkeys began to think that way, it 'spread' to into your extended universal consciousness which 

most monkeys!  And beloved readers, humanity knows that in true enlightenment there is no personal 

has seemingly gone past the hundredth human self left to 'get' enlightenment! And thus no personal 

humming “Don't worry, Be happy”! So look for self will be left to 'know' of its enlightenment! 

your own personal symptoms of an expanding Paradoxically, when this eureka unfurls within 'you', 

consciousness! Do you suddenly feel a sense of the ardency to be enlightened leaves, the urgency 

'all is well with me and my world'? Do you find a leaves, and 'you' begin to rest in the knowing  that it 

lack of interest in conflict? Do you find yourself will happen in its own time and own ways as and when 

unable to blame, judge and condemn quite as the larger You - Consciousness - chooses! This is true 

much? Has brooding on some nebulous past given surrender! You switch your alliance from personal self 

way to looking ahead at exciting possibilities and its interests and desires, to the larger universal Self 

instead? Are you having sudden feelings of that you truly are, and know that when You the larger 

connectedness - with love meaning more than Self has finished doing what It has chosen to, through 

your relationship with lover, child or dog? Are you the chalice being 'you' the personal self, it will not need 

smiling a whole lot more? Don't think you have to exist in separation anymore, and its so called 

gone cuckoo! It's the new consciousness and even enlightenment will have 'happened' to it!  But ah… 

as you tap into it, will it become more tangibly there will be no 'you' to pat yourself on the back for it 

yours! would be an occurrence in Consciousness itself! And 

when You as Consciousness deems it fit! 
Now let's jump in deeper, and understand that 
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In linear language, true enlightenment is a 

process made up of finely graded stages, with no 

stage completely distinct other than in academic 

appraisal - for in real life they overlap each other! 

You begin to realize that even the desires you had 

to live and explore all its facets; even the desires 

for more, even the desires to become seeker were 

never 'yours', but consciousness' exploration of 

Itself through a chalice or form or identity called 

you! And when one desire is played out, the next 

emerges, and when all that consciousness chooses 

to experience through 'you' are played out, 'you' 

the identity merges into the universal self and the 

world calls it enlightenment!  

Like an orgasm, each tiny realization builds 

upon itself and becomes a tiny shift from personal 

consciousness into universal consciousness; and 

just like in the orgasm ultimately there is no 'you' 

left, in enlightenment the personal self dissolves 

……! A word of caution: if your entire focus while 

making love is on your hair not being washed, 

your children not having done their home work -  

on your personal consciousness - we all know the 

orgasm doesn't happen! So use this as a clue and 

begin the move from personal consciousness into 

the larger! And yet paradoxically, if your entire 

focus is on the orgasm - as to when will it happen, 

how will it happen, will it happen - we all know- it 

doesn't! So use this as a clue, and forget about 

enlightenment, enjoy the moments you call life 

like you would revel in making love, and 

enlightenment will happen! Consciousness will 

revel!

Divyaa Kummar, from Mumbai, India, is a 

spiritual facilitator reaching out through 

discourses, writings, tarot workshops, personal 

energy sessions, and meditation groups blending 

ancient dhyana and tantra techniques with a more 

current approach.

© Divyaa Kummar, all rights reserved
www.divyaakummar.com
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your personal energy grid. Life is Light In Finite Ending. 

When light becomes finite, when 
I have already said that Light Is Finite Ending. This 

it has what you consider as an end, 
vibration of Light holds within it wisdom of how long 

it is life. All light in three-
that vibration must remain. This knowingness is 

dimensional worlds must come to 
embedded into the vibration itself. You may call it 'pre-

an end. Let me explain its 'physics' 
destined'. The moment you become that beam of light 

aspect.
that beam knows for how long that vibration is to 

remain. As the time comes for finite ending, vibration When you take birth, when you have your 

then does not slow down, but begins to retract slowly incarnation, you start as a beam of light. That 

and gradually from the non-spirit realm. It almost beam of light has vibration and speed. When that 

recoils itself. At the final point of recoil when the light enters a non-spirit realm, what you may call 

vibration completely stops, that's the end of life. But an embodied realm, the speed of that light 

you can see that is not the end of light. The light that changes, becomes slower; but its vibration 

you are goes on. It is only that the vibration that has remains constant. Remember, my dear friends, the 

been created in order that this light could be vibration that you as Spirit come with never 

maintained in an embodied sphere, has been removed. changes. The term 'increasing your vibrations' 

This is the process that we call 'death'. does not refer to that constant vibration of you as 

that beam of LIGHT; it refers to the vibration of 
Your light can never diminish no matter how many 

LIGHT as LIFE
By Ellaeenah
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wrongs you do. It is light and it always shines in its reality. 

complete brilliance… Light does not know how to 
If X were to commit a murder, the light that would 

shine dimmer …this is what life is all about.
travel and come back to her would cause great 

Now we come to the speed of this light. The discomfort in her life. She intrinsically knows this and 

speed of light necessarily becomes slower so that so she does not murder! But maybe talking a little 

it can manifest in the embodied sphere. This speed harshly to someone does not cause her that degree of 

of light will always be in complete link with your imbalance, and so it is a deed she will commit. For Y, 

energy grid vibration. If you wish to expand your on the other hand, even a harsh word would cause great 

grid or increase its vibration, you can work on the instability of energy, and so no harsh words are 

grid itself or speed of light… you can change the spoken. For Y a harsh, contemptuous, look may not 

speed of light, as you desire. The vibration you create that imbalance and so that person may not speak 

come with remains constant. Thoughts, words, harshly but look harshly. 

deeds have no effect upon it. How a particular 
As the energy and light speed intermingle, as the 

vibration has been reached, has nothing to do with 
grid changes, expands, due to your light speed 

one reincarnation. It is resultant upon a soul's 
increasing, great and greater number of thoughts, 

journey through out all incarnations. 
deeds will cause you imbalance, and so you will 

You may erroneously consider your vibrations attempt to change your habits, as old habits, old 

to be higher than one who is, let's say, a serial structures and old beliefs begin to  cause you 

murderer, one who enjoys killing, thrives on discomfort. 

violence! You will instantly say of course, my 
For all of this awareness is essential. And what is 

vibration will be higher. Not true! Your vibration 
awareness? Is it only knowing the truths? Is it 

may, in fact, be lower than his light vibration. Your 
attending spiritual meetings? Is it reading books of 

light vibration has reached where it has as a result 
wisdom and knowledge? What is the use of all of this if 

of your soul journey and his has been reached as a 
you continue to live your lives without awareness? 

result of his soul journey. One incarnation alone is 
When you are completely unaware of the way you 

not the determining factor. And besides, who are 
behave, the way you think, the words you speak, you 

we to judge why he has chosen to be a mass 
do not recognize your light, you do not know your 

murderer? 
light, and thus you do not live your light.

Then, you may rightly question, why is it 
Very often the lives we lead are subconscious lives, 

important to behave in what you consider the 
where the subconscious rules every word, thought, and 

'correct' manner!? That behavior, that pattern of 
action. Thus, it is the subconscious that you must 

attitude and belief and thought and word and deed 
traverse into. It is the subconscious that must be 

will have a direct result on the speed of your light! 
brought up to witness the light of day so that you know 

The speed at which your light travels. Remember, 
why you think the way you do, why you speak the way 

light does not travel in straight lines. Light travels 
you do, and why you act the way you do. The answers 

in circular formation. Your words result in a 
that you often get are glib and have no foundation in 

change in your light, which travels in a circle and 
truth. They are the excuses you make, the justifications 

comes back to… who? To YOU. Your thoughts 
you use.  

and deeds change the speed of light that travels 

circular and comes back to… whom? To YOU. Very few are aware of how their subconscious 

You therefore behave and think and do that which works for it is difficult to reach those seeds of truth that 

you will be comfortable within your existential are so firmly embedded in the deepest of the soil. How 
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can you uproot that tree whose roots have gone The physical body is being attacked at subconscious 

down so far that you cannot even see those depths? levels all the time. If you had to combat a worthy 

But that must be attempted urgently because opponent for an hour at wrestling, would you not be 

unless you see who you are in all clarity, the fatigued? And you do it for 24 hours and you combat 

knowingness of “I am Light” and “I am soul” will an opponent that you have built up with your own 

only be intellectual game play. They will remain strength of all incarnations. Of course, you are tired 

only words to you. You must know who you are, but it is in this moment of physical fatigue that 

where you have been and where you have to go. conscious living comes in. If your physical bodies are 

not subconsciously attacked, you would never get 
Awareness can be heightened if you lead 

tired. The physical is not built for fatigue. The physical 
conscious physical lives. Be conscious of the food 

is not even built to require long hours of sleep, but you 
you take in. I am sure, my friend, that you are 

need it because it is in the hours of sleep that the 
aware that dense foods result in dense energy and 

subconscious attack stops. You need that period of 
fine foods result in fine energy and yet, how many 

truce before you start the battle anew the next day. 
times do you make excuses for yourselves not to 

Exercise can help you to fight this battle and win, 
eat fine foods? Your excuses are parties, festivals, 

without any fatigue. 
joyous occasions. Can you not see the illusion of 

this celebration then? Every glass of alcohol that And now we turn our attention to 'beliefs'. It is in 

you have consumed, every drug that you have put moments of crisis that your beliefs come in, without 

in, every cigarette that you have smoked, has you being aware of them. When you hear of tyranny 

taken away the effort that you made towards and oppression and terrorism, your reaction is your 

'fineness'. true belief. Which one of you reacts with love, 

compassion, understanding and belief of the truth of 
Often I have heard people complain that life is 

the universe prevailing always? Which one of you 
a constant up and down and we remain where we 

does not believe that universal justice must prevail? 
are? With conscious thinking, your effort, 

Where does your belief come when an eye for an eye is 
accompanied by correct, conscious, deliberate, 

justice? That is the belief you must attack. Attack it at 
physical habits, can make your energies so fine 

the conscious level. In moments of crisis when your 
that you will be palpably aware of this change. You 

subconscious rears and you are not in control and that 
meditate and you connect with your Masters, and 

opponent is winning that bout, have a friend who 
then the very next moment there comes a 

stands by you and reminds you, “Worthy wrestler, you 
'celebration' and you plummet downwards. 

are down. Stand up again before the counting stops.” 

Each person needs such a friend. Why are physical habits so difficult for you to 

break? Because you lead subconscious lives. 
If you can start your battle at these levels, food, 

Conscious living means that you are conscious 
drink, habit, exercise and belief, you will be well on 

every moment of what you have put into your 
your voyage to the subconscious because with these 

physical body. Don't start at once. You can't give 
three, you will have consciously reduced your own 

up everything overnight, but you must start. 
density and then with fineness you will use the tool of 

self-respect to go through and row through the sea of What about the habit of being sedentary, lazy. 

subconscious. How often have you been urged to exercise and 

how few do this consistently? Any excuse is then 
You may ask me why the denser foods are so 

enough to stop you. “I'm on a holiday.” “I have a 
appealing to our taste buds. That 'THAT' is your 

lot of work” and the most commonly used excuse, 
subconscious. With conscious living there is no 

“I'm tired.” Of course, you are tired, my friend. 
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appeal. Subconscious living is an illusion of fun 

and pleasure that soothes you, caresses you, 

embraces you like the false stepmother with the 

rosy apple. Wake up out of the coma that you are 

in.

Be Light….and Live it!!

Ellaeenah is an intuitive spiritual facilitator, 

teacher, writer and life counselor whose practical 

insights into Ancient Wisdom have empowered 

innumerable people. Her work extends into the 

realms of the Spirit-Psyche, such that life is 

directed by consciousness of thought, word and 

feeling, to bring about self-empowerment through 

complete recall of one's Godhood. 

© Ellaeenah, all rights reserved
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one speaks of the 'enlightened,' one speaks from I generally do not 

awareness that sees also what is other than real and like to use the term 

other than enlightened. In other words, it is a term of 'enlightenment' because 

measurement from a dualistic and relative place of as it is understood, it 

awareness. There is nothing wrong with this and it is tends to stigmatize or 

what we do to create markers for ourselves in specialize within our 

differentiating within our Self-experience. But what awareness what is our 'always already' true 

happens is that the markers become bars rather than essential being thereby separating ourselves from 

gateways to that realization when we believe ourselves the experience of it more. It is a term of assessment 

to be other than 'real' or that there is something to do to which employs the comparative, measuring mind 

become 'enlightened.' As soon as we act out of the in ways that I have noticed has tendencies to pull 

belief that we are other than that towards which we an aspirant into separating themselves in their 

aspire, we concretize that belief and create tension belief and identification from that for which they 

obstructing the realization of that which is already, aspire. 

always, nondual suchness.
As soon as one speaks of the 'real' as being 

Enlightenment can be seen as the spacious what one thing is as opposed to other things are or 

Exploring the Meaning 
of Enlightenment

By Ellen Davis
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awareness of what is prior to all conditions and living awareness that can only start from not knowing, 

conceptions and is not the end of Becoming which from having no idea and the inquiry that breathes 

is the nature of manifest existence, but the discovery and its truth from here. 

(perceptually) unobstructed or unobscured 
If we are to look at a state of enlightenment as an 

unfolding of that unconditioned being, our true 
achievement, we still find that the process of discovery 

nature, as Satchidananda (essential Being, 
and realization never ends. There can be a living 

Consciousness and Love-Bliss) within 
awareness of what is prior to or not at the effect of 

manifestation.
conditions, unity consciousness, living eternity in time 

We might ask, what is it in me or us that sees and nondual awareness, in an integrated, embodied 

what enlightenment is and what is it in you that way within manifestation and therefore freedom, 

recognizes it? Is it not enlightened awareness liberation and/or 'enlightenment' in an individual. But 

itself? Only enlightenment itself can be insofar as the individual is connected to or one with all 

enlightened. There is no one separate from other beings and in a body, until all beings experience 

anything to be enlightened in relationship to and know themselves as That, until every cell and 

anything else. In that sense, the term 'enlightened' molecule is alive with the truth consciousness, 

is an oxymoron. unconditionally, 'enlightenment' is a relative term and 

state. Each relationship, condition and appearance 
In addition, enlightenment is not some 

potentiates a new and greater possibility for Self-
measure of great knowledge attained. In fact the 

realization, in the one and the many. 
Truth Consciousness is birthed from the unknown 

and nothing previously conceived. So it can be Enlightenment, as a term of manifestation, is a 

said that in essence, enlightenment is not knowing process, and in time, gradual. Yet, everything happens 

(and being at peace with it) and living in the now. Process is what we see when we look backwards. 

realization of being no one. There is nothing but this ... now. What appears to be 

gradual is the realization of that fact in time. 
Defining enlightenment is like trying to point 

to nothing, (and nothing pointing to itself). All is one. I cannot separate my own enlightenment 

Enlightened awareness lives in/as the embrace of with that of any other (or theirs from mine). 

what is here now and a relaxation that allows for a Consciousness/God/Love/Self/That is moving 

fluidity and flow that doesn't hold to where it was towards its Self-awareness/experience in form as us, 

or think it needs to be where/how it isn't, yet through us and through all conditions, with each 

includes change and movement towards change. It moment along the way no less or more God than 

is more a context of awareness allowing what is, another. That is the nature of consciousness/God in 

without dividing against it, or fixing an identity in manifestation. Every moment is another opportunity 

relationship to it, rather than a specific knowing or with new conditions for Self to come to recognize, 

achieved outcome. Whatever experience, no experience and know itself in manifestation; it is 

matter how profound, inclusive, far-reaching, another opportunity for Self-realization.

multiperspectival, nondual or beautiful, whenever 
As it appears that the sun stops shining at night or 

held to, becomes a concept and reflection of the 
that it is obstructed by clouds, it appears that “the light 

identity holding to itself, and in that light it is no 
is either on or off” and that one is either enlightened or 

longer true, is no longer within the context of this 
not. In truth the sun never stops shining even though 

fluid, breathing awareness. Whatever we can call 
we do not see it from the perspective of our spot on the 

enlightened or unenlightened are ideas, concepts 
earth. In connection with all faces of the one, in this 

and therefore experienced as separate from this 
dance of manifestation, there are lights of all colors, 
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brightness and dim. The 'light on' can be seen as 

knowing the truth behind all phenomena, 

essentially unaffected by it yet in relationship with 

it and through the many faces of the one touched 

by it at the phenomenal level. The relationships 

create alchemies that birth ever-unfolding 

mysteries through which the One can come to 

know itself in ways never before, as and through 

us, evermore. 

I do not see enlightenment as some prize at the 

end of a journey but a process of being and 

becoming through Self-recognition, the light that 

we always already are in the face of the diverse 

appearances of manifestation. I see it as a 

lightening up, or of lightening the habits of burden 

that keep us from experiencing our birthright.

In other words, enlightenment can be seen as 

the living awareness of Self, liberated from any 

fixed identity beliefs or stories, dancing its free 

flow of Being, Consciousness and Bliss; 

Satchidananda, in manifestation.

Ellen Davis has been teaching ballet with a 

yogic and metaphysical approach for 30 years. 

She facilitates satsang and writes about the 

creative process, the nature of self and new 

paradigm teaching and learning approaches. 

© Ellen Davis, all rights reserved
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state it begins in the moment where you can translate. An enlightened experience you 

This state can be triggered by reading a book, or can have, it is a moment of 

reading wise words, and then your thoughts change, buoyancy, a moment of feeling, no 

your consciousness changes, and you think, “Wow! A pain.

real moment of enlightenment and I know I understand 
It is a stillness in yourself and a 

this information I just read. I know this. It is a feeling 
balance, a flow of energy flowing 

of knowing. How do I know this?” It is because it 
through you, from your crown to the ground. A 

flows through my veins, this information of truth 
feeling of joy in your heart. A feeling of strength 

flows through me at this moment in time. You are open 
flows through you like you are being supported. 

to the feeling and energies that are flowing in. It raises 
Supported by the whole universe and the place 

your energy.
that you are in at this moment in time. Life essence 

I know what is written in a book before I even read is flowing through you at that moment and you 

it. That is a feeling of enlightenment. A teacher could feel connected to this feeling of enlightenment.

be standing before you at this moment in time telling 
You realize a potential of something. In this 

you truths and somewhere you think, “hmm that's not 
connectiveness feeling you realize you are 

right,” but then one thing he says triggers that feeling 
connected to all. 

inside you. Energy flows, your feelings rise to a higher 

feeling. You feel something and think to yourself, In a truly enlightening experience like this, you 

“Hold on, I know this. I know this feeling. I feel receive information and this information flows in 

connected to this feeling of enlightenment.” You the form of Light and Love. In this enlightened 

By Jason Goldsworthy
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experience this feeling of enlightenment and are meditation could bring an enlightened state to you. 

connected to true wisdom. This feeling of buoyancy. This awareness of life's 

essence. Realizing your potential at that moment in 
A person may have a high energy and you feel 

time. 
connected to it. This does not mean that you have 

to hang on to this person like a guru. The best thing Sometimes it can be a feeling outside of yourself, 

is to try and reach this energy level yourself and looking at a bigger perspective like a bird's eye view 

feel that you can be this. It is not about being and seeing the whole bigger picture. The bigger 

dependent upon a place, a person, or a group, but picture of how everything is and realizing, “Wow! 

about trusting yourself and your own feelings and There are infinite possibilities here. Oh, what a joy it is 

your own essence. to have an enlightened experience!”

This true wisdom is really accessible to every Enlightening experiences can bring wisdom and 

one at any moment, at any time, and it can happen knowledge. Like I said, the wisdom and knowledge 

anywhere. One time it happened to me when I was are accessible to everyone. You just need to connect to 

doing the garden, mowing the lawn, pulling the it with your heart and your soul. Everything is energy 

weeds, throwing it on the compost heap. And I and everything is connected. And in this 

thought just doing this stuff, “Oh you know life, connectiveness, we are connected to all knowledge, to 

cutting things down, pulling them out. They live. an infinite net of energy, and that infinite net of energy 

They die.” You put them on a compost heap. Then is connected to everything in the universe. It connects 

I thought about this otherwise. You see, the energy time and space, and light and love, and galaxies. Just 

in a living thing is the essence of life and when you imagine where your place is at this moment in time, 

put it, that essence of life, on a compost heap it now that you have read this or heard this. Just imagine 

begins to die. But the energy is still there, the who you are. Hopefully, this will trigger your 

moment of enlightenment I had about this energy enlightened experience.

that is still there. What happens to it if you connect 

everything around it? It rots down, it goes into the 

earth. The earth is a radiating something that 

radiates out a lot of things and connects to all of us. 
Jason Goldsworthy is a spiritual healer who is 

We are a radiating species that connects to the 
helping Indigos in Second Life through giving advice 

universe and the universe is connected to us.
and support in the form of classes. Since he has been in 

This balance of everything I felt in this SL, he has learned how to channel and use his talents 

enlightenment experience, this can bring you true to help people grow spiritually. 

wisdom and that's why I say the truest wisdom you 

can find is in your heart, because really, we are all 

here to remember our truths. And to remember this 

truth, through these moments of enlightenment, 

through these triggers that you might read in your 

book, or these triggers that you might find in a 

class, or these triggers that are a part of who you 

are. You could be. Enlightenment is a wonderful 

thing. Know that you are on the right path at that 

moment in time, and can reach enlightenment 

through meditation. And continual practice of this 

© Jason Goldsworthy, all rights reserved

Email: golds222@hotmail.com
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It all started with one Divine illumination is what happens when we open 

sentence; “Let there be to the divine. It is how we light up our own soul to have 

Light.”  Whether you believe that memory and connection that we are not just a 

in the theory of the big bang, human being.  We desire to know and remember that 

God parting the clouds, or the we are so much more than a person living an 

Garden of Eden with this mantra of direction, automated life. We begin to trust at a deep level that by 

Light was created. We think of light as a field of connecting to this greater self, we can find some 

illumination. God parted those clouds of the semblance of balance, harmony, inner peace and a 

Universe, directed the flashlight of the Universe meaning to our lives beyond the weekly paycheck.

upon the cosmos, and saw the intention of 
We actively search or long for the feeling of being 

creation, to share divine love through the 
connected to something far greater than ourselves, that 

reflection, light or illumination of all beings. 
which is divine. Some people often refer to this as the 

Let's take the phrase “Let there be Light” and 'home' they remember. “I want to go home,” I hear that 

interpret what light actually is; cosmic so often and the response is always the same: What 

intelligence. If then the Universe and the force does home mean to you? What is the home you feel 

behind it wanted to illuminate cosmic intelligence you are seeking, do you know? Is it a place, a person or 

to share divine love or soul wholeness, what does a thing?  OR is the memory of home a feeling that you 

that mean to you personally? can't describe but joy bubbles up every time you feel 

ENLIGHTENMENT
By Johanna Carroll
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this way? Do you actively have a relationship with and let it be! Let there be Light, let there be cosmic 

your soul? Do you know who you are as a human intelligence or simply put soul awareness at a very 

being, what serves and what does not serve?  Are deep level. Let me know myself body, mind and spirit 

you ok with knowing this and honoring your and let me live through this knowing.

boundaries? 
Let's take this word enlightenment and break it 

The desire is not to seek something outside of down this way:

ourselves but to know ourselves as a human being 

and a divine being working in total partnership 

and harmony. It is the concept of divine All light or intelligence within the mind. When you 
consciousness or intelligence coming from a are in a state or desire to bring more light or awaken 
'place' far greater than we as human beings that more cosmic and spiritual intelligence within, you are 
many of us have followed in the past. This has asking for the wisdom of the Universe to pour forth 
been supported by traditional religion that the from your body, mind and spirit. To seek greater 
force, the power, the God, the Universe is enlightenment is to have a deep abiding desire to bring 
detached from us.  It outside of us, floating more light, or awareness into your everyday life as a 
somewhere up up and away in those heavenly tool you can use.  
clouds.  And if we follow this religion, this God or 

The ego is there to keep you real and grounded in that God, this teaching or that, then we will feel 
the human experience; it is not a bad thing to be in your better.  And for some, this does bring peace and 
ego. It is how you use your ego that will cast you up or harmony. 
down on this path of light coming in, moving around 

However there has been a spiritual rebellion of and guiding you. How do you call your soul to guide 
late and of many years and centuries that appears you? Do you get the answers and guidance you are 
to be gathering greater force and attention. The seeking? Are the answers clear so you can understand 
quest for who I am as a spirit, a soul that is not them? Science tells us that in the 12 strands of DNA in 
separate or outside of me. I become my own God / each cell, a large portion is dedicated to a higher 
Goddess and merge totally as one light of intelligence. A great confirmation that light does live 
illumination as a whole soul self. I seek inside of us. How can you merge with the divine that 
enlightenment. I seek more illumination, wisdom, lives within every particle of your DNA?  
cosmic intelligence and I want to know at a core 

We live in an exceptional and interesting time. We cell level, who I am as a spiritual being, what my 
have been told that we are living in a time of huge higher self mind tells me and understand how I 
change and energetic shifts. The Age of live life being illuminated or 'lit up' as a soul. I seek 
Enlightenment. If you look around at the world right to remember what my intuition has been telling 
now, we all are wondering if the chaos is a precursor to me. That tug on my heart that says, there is more.  
something else of greater magnitude. What if the chaos Listen; go within, that is where you will find 
was part of a new way of living, a shift of cosmic enlightenment! Return to your soul once again.
energy patterns that affect everything that has life? 

How many of you reading this at some point in Including you. 
time feel you became the spiritual rebel of your 

There are two constants in the world that were family saying no, there is more to life than being a 
ignited by Let there be Light. They are Love and robot, I want more.  I want to know my soul. And 
Change. Love is the state of being divine and whole at with those words you repeated the first words of 
all times. It is the vibrational matter you were created all creation; I want light, illumination, intelligence 
from, it is the glue that holds the Universe intact.  Love 

IN   LIGHT  /  IN   MIND
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]is not dependent on anything or anyone outside of  The way it was is NOT the way it is now. Break 

you. You are Love and like the song says, love is your pattern of thinking and shift so you can open to 

all there is. It is divine matter. new inspiration.

]Change carries the experience or the flow of  Turn over to the Divine what you cannot handle. 

life or divine vibration moving, shifting and They can handle anything. You go for a walk.

pushing us toward greater evolution. We agreed as 
] To understand the matrix of the NOW moment, 

a human being we would have the experience of 
realize clearly you are deceiving and stopping your 

life to gather knowledge. We seek as a soul to 
process of soul evolution by attaching to the past OR 

apply that knowledge to move beyond limitations, 
the future!

to live through wisdom so the soul can evolve. 
]How many times have you repeated the same  This is a highly evolved age of enlightenment; it 

experience again and again with the soul is the age of self sufficiency. Let go of co-dependent 

screaming in the background, “hey you, did you behaviors and embrace change as a major gift for a 

GET it yet, this is not working and we would like better way of living.  

you to CHANGE!” 
] Unplug from life to feel the flow of the Divine 

Yet it appears for many, we reject change, we moving all around you. Sit still, change your day and 

fear change because we think it messes everything allow for moments of quiet and silence, even if only 

up. What if, just what if you shifted your for five minutes. Like a cloud of light, you will start to 

perception of change as the flow of cosmic energy feel lighter. 

that takes us to more wholeness, divine bliss and 
] Imagine a white circle of light all around you. 

that total state of Love?  Where have you tried to 
Breathe into it. Now imagine it get larger. Be quiet 

fight change only to accept it and then realize 
with this. Ask for what serves you now for the human 

change was a gift?  Like a river flowing gently 
you and the spiritual you. Wait. Be aware, smile more.  

through the Universe, you sit like a bright white 

feather floating through life, watching life and The Age of Enlightenment is here in full throttle.  

embracing life for all it has shown you. Whether The question for you is where do you wish to exist in 

you consider it good or bad, when the soul speaks, this age?  Only you can direct your own light, the first 

you know within your heart, blessings come. It is step is knowing it is there. Waiting.  

up to you to see your life itself as the gift. It is a gift 
Blessings and many wishes for a continued journey 

to know it is an honor to be alive. It is a gift to know 
home to the soul and your own private garden in the 

that, in the present moment, in the NOW. Right 
cosmos.

here, right now. 

Here are some suggestions to take you to a 

deeper place of illuminating your soul for greater 

enlightenment:
Johanna Carroll is a well known Sedona psychic, 

] Realize you are not alone. You have the entire author and teacher of metaphysical books and 

Universe with you including people on the earth seminars for over twenty years. She is an active 

you can align and merge with. Find your spiritual channel for Mary Magdalene, was featured in three 

family and see how wonderful this support system major TV specials on spirituality and offers annual 

is for you as interdependent pilgrims journeying sacred travel tours to Provence, France. 

on the same path. 

© Johanna Carroll, all rights reserved
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Many ancient traditions worldwide maintain many of these descriptions associate the lightbody 

that humans not only inherently possess the with death, Kelleher makes it clear that a number of 

potential for fully incarnating light at the reports indicate that “transformation of the body can 

physiological level, but that some have already happen independently of death.”

achieved it, and millions more will do so in the 
The path of physical transcendence or bio-spiritual 

very era in which we live.
enlightenment through lightbody activation was 

The historical literature “suggests that there embraced as a reality in most of the ancient world. The 

are unusual physical, as well as psychological, death and resurrection of Christ and Osirus are two 

consequences in humans to the attainment of the famous examples from the Near East. In the Middle 

exalted state of mind known as enlightenment,” Ages, a group known as the Cathars from southern 

writes biochemist Colm Kelleher in a fascinating France claimed to possess the secret gospel of Jesus 

article published in the Journal of Scientific called the Gospel of Love, believed to contain 

Exploration entitled Retrotransposons as Engines linguistic keys for creating the lightbody.

of Human Bodily Transformation. “These 
After the existence of this text became known, the 

reported changes include, but are not limited to, 
Roman church began to torture the Cathars in one of its 

sudden reversal of aging, emergence of a light 
infamous Inquisitions, killing millions of innocent 

body and observed bodily ascension.” While 

HISTORICAL & SCIENTIFIC 
OVERVIEW OF ENLIGHTENMENT

By  Sol Luckman
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people - at which point the Gospel of Love Source. This love song energetically united Heaven 

mysteriously disappeared. Ironically, owing to the (Galactic Center) with Earth (initiates), opening 

stringent proof requirements for canonization of human hearts and pumping crystallized Ge-tuned 

saints, the Catholic church maintains some of the blood through their bodies. From this perspective, 'Ge-

most detailed records of paranormal phenomena sus'  is a Master Being sent from Tula or Galactic 

associated with the lightbody, including several Center to help humanity attune its DNA to the 

instances of individuals levitating, flying, or frequency of Ge so that we can return to Source.”

bilocating.
In a nearly identical vein, Leonard Horowitz in 

It seems that the Gospel of Love was, among DNA: Pirates of the Sacred Spiral writes that “DNA 

other things, a manual for creating the merkabah. seems to be transmitting the equivalent of heavenly 

The merkabah, according to investigative love songs. From this music, played through genetic 

mythologist William Henry, is the “light body equipment, variations in sacred geometric forms 

vehicle of resurrection and ascension that is the materialize in space.”

foundation of Hebrew mysticism. These texts 
The profound and numerous connections between 

make it clear that the Mer-Ka-Ba is a vehicle of 
the Egyptian Osirus and Jesus have been noted by 

light that emerges from within the human body.”
generations of scholars. Among many other 

Henry points to the Resurrection, following similarities, both are linked to the phoenix or heron, 

which the doubting fingers of Thomas appear to represented in hieroglyphics coming from Galactic 

enter Christ's transfigured, luminescent flesh, as Center, also (as indicated in the above quote by the 

one famous description of the completely Weinholds) called Tula, carrying the key of life.

activated lightbody. In an article entitled Finding 
In Egyptian hieroglyphics this key appears as an 

the Holy Grail, psychologists Barry and Janae 
ankh, which may have been a type of actual tuning fork 

Weinhold make a similar claim, pointing out on 
for harmonizing with Galactic Center, or may have 

the basis of decades of in-depth historical research 
merely symbolized techniques for producing this 

that the “individual human body is the Holy Grail. 
celestial harmonization. In either case, the ankh or key 

It isn't something 'out there.' Like a tuning fork, the 
of life is of a musical nature and designed to be 

body can be tuned to different frequencies,” 
employed along with a type of inspired (and inspiring) 

including that of Source, through DNA activation.
speech known as the Language of the Birds. This 

“Many indigenous traditions of Mesoamerica powerful combination, properly performed, keys 

believe that [Source] emits a frequency or tone DNA to build the Holy Grail or lightbody.

known as 'Ge' that not only heals the body-mind-
The Language of the Birds, according to the 

spirit but provides immortality,” write the 
Weinholds who cite Henry's research, “is a vowel-only 

Weinholds, adding that the
phonetic code … Genetic and linguistic research 

“spiritual practices used in the ancient mystery indicates that the five vowels correspond to the five 

schools of Egypt and Greece employed a variety letters used to represent DNA and RNA … Initiates of 

of … vibrational tools to attune people's DNA to the Language of the Birds who are able to speak or tone 

Source. This caused the DNA to ring, sing or these vowels in certain ways know that these sounds 

vibrate so that it resonated with the tone of Ge - the permanently activate the DNA of all those who are 

frequency of Galactic Center. This attunement able and willing to hear.”

activated a San Graal or Song Grail - a “love song 
At the genetic level, such a radical activation, 

in the blood” - creating a rainbow bridge that 
according to Kelleher's research in the mutable 

synchronized an initiate's consciousness with 
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components of DNA called 'jumping' DNA or refined light.”

transposons, occurs through a transposition burst 
Later, Jesus describes the connection between our 

involving the molecular rearrangement of perhaps 
dimension and higher dimensions as operating “from 

thousands of genes. Consistent with Bruce 
within outwards” - a statement, according to Henry, 

Lipton's evidence that consciousness can alter 
that “refers to a transformation of consciousness that 

genetic expression (The Biology of Belief) and 
opens the door to other worlds.” Similarly, in the Bible 

David Wilcock's compelling model of 
Jesus insists, The Kingdom of Heaven is within. Dr. 

spontaneous evolution that simultaneously 
Horowitz's meticulous research leads him to affirm the 

transmutes both consciousness and biology (A 
material truth of this assertion: “The bioacoustic and 

Scientific Blueprint for Ascension), Kelleher 
electromagnetic matrix through which the Holy Spirit 

insists that true enlightenment, in addition to being 
flows is real. It's what animates your DNA [by 

a mental state, appears to have physical 
transmitting] the Kingdom of Heaven to you, and 

consequences.
through you, right now, on Earth as it is in Heaven.”

The “appearance of a light body as a result of 
Another important figure from the Mediterranean 

attaining enlightenment … could be described as 
associated with the lightbody is the Egyptian Thoth, 

the emergence of a new species in a single 
called Hermes Trimegistus by the Greeks and 

generation from humanity,” he writes, adding that 
considered the father of alchemy. Thoth is credited 

a “synchronized, non random transposition burst 
with the enormously influential phrase “As above, so 

is the most simple molecular mechanism to 
below.” Of the many seemingly miraculous gifts he 

account for the required new configuration.”
brought his people, arguably the bird-headed Thoth's 

While pointing out based on the historical most important legacy is the doctrine of inner or 

literature that lightbody creation appears to occur spiritual light that can literally metamorphose the 

only “in humans who have attained spiritual human body into a physiology of divine radiance. 

mastery,” Kelleher emphasizes the existence of Interestingly, Thoth was also revered as the creator of 

“stages on the road to … enlightenment [that are] writing and his alchemical science of transformation, 

experienced by a great number of ordinary like that of Jesus, is associated with the Language of 

people.” This supports the potential effectiveness the Birds.

of a step-by-step process, such as DNA activation, 
The lightbody is also a theme in the ancient 

to bio-spiritual enlightenment in which 
mystical traditions of Central and South America. A 

transposons are incrementally stimulated in 
variety of mythical figures exist similar to the Incan 

preparatory phases - culminating in a 
god-man Amanumuru, who according to legend 

“synchronized, non random transposition burst” 
walked through a portal called the Muru Doorway and 

when, and only when, the individual is 
returned via the Black Road to his true home among 

consciously prepared to experience it.
the stars.

In one apocryphal text known as the Pistis 
In what is today Mexico, a figure known as 

Sophia, Jesus (considered a master of the 
Quetzalcoatl embodied the higher light of divinity. 

Language of the Birds) discourses on the afterlife 
Judith Bluestone Polich has called Quetzalcoatl “the 

in terms that appear straight out of the Egyptian 
Osirus of Mesoamerica” and sees him as symbolizing 

Book of the Dead. Henry calls this “the first lesson 
the bridging of duality, a being who “represents light in 

of the Mer-Ka-Ba mysticism.” “You are to seek 
physical form … freed from the confines of matter.” 

after the mysteries of the Light,” Jesus is quoted as 
Daniel Pinchbeck's fascinating new book 2012: The 

saying, “which purify the body and make it into 
Return of Quetzalcoatl offers another insightful 
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perspective on this highly complex figure from 

myth, legend, and -  perhaps - reality.

It seems poetic justice that Quetzalcoatl is 

usually depicted as a serpent with bird wings -an 

obvious reference to the ability of DNA 

(symbolized by the serpent, as in Jeremy Narby's 

The Cosmic Serpent: DNA and the Origins of 

Knowledge) to transform one into an angelic being 

capable of flight, which is an excellent definition 

of the merkabah.

Equally important is that Quetzalcoatl is 

thought to have revitalized the great ceremonial 

center of Teotihuacan, believed by some 

archeologists to be Earth's interdimensional 

gateway to the legendary Tula, the celestial home 

of Quetzalcoatl - and perhaps other 'messianic' 

herons or phoenixes who arrived in this dimension 

carrying the key of life, or the knowledge of how 

to inspire ('breathe life') by speaking or singing the 

bio-spiritual Language of the Birds.

Sol Luckman is author of the internationally 

acclaimed 'Conscious Healing: Book One on the 

Regenetics Method' and the 'Beginner's Luke 

Series' of novels, editor of the popular free ezine 

'DNA Monthly,' and cofounder of the Phoenix 

Center for Regenetics. His articles on the 

Regenetics Method have appeared in numerous 

print and online venues and 'Nexus New Times’ 

called 'Conscious Healing,' which also received a 

five-star endorsement from the Midwest Book 

Review and was recently translated into its third 

language, a “paradigm-reworking book” that 

introduces a “revolutionary healing science that's 

expanding the boundaries of being.” 
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Today Has Never Happened Before: 

Just sit there for a few minutes. Do nothing. Now Stop! Look around you for a 

breathe. Breathe deeply. Forget terms like meditation minute. What do you see? What 

and prayer. Breathe, breathe, breathe. Let your whole do you smell? What do you feel? 

body - not just your lungs - be filled with the air around What sounds do you hear? Where 

you. are you right now? Go ahead. If 

you want to close your eyes, then 
Go ahead. Do you still think this moment is a 

do that as well. Take it all in. Is there any secret 
secret? A secret means something is hidden. What is 

about what you are experiencing right now? You 
hidden from you right now? What do you not see? 

might start to think how things are a mystery, and 
What do you want to see? Observe those things around 

even find yourself rummaging through your 
you: the objects, people, and nature if you are outside. 

concepts about life, people, and reality. 
Become familiar with your surroundings. Touch 

anything that gets your attention. Let everything you Stop again! This is not about understanding the 

see become brand new as if you were living in this Big Picture. No. Forget what the philosophers 

world for the first time. Notice things you have never have to say about enlightenment, happiness, and 

seen. Listen to sounds you have never heard. Let your truth because this is not about great quotes and 

body feel what you have never felt before. teachings. No. Look around you again. Go ahead. 

A New Perspective on Enlightenment

By Maurice Fleming
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Know this moment has never happened before. Yesterday you might have been hurt by someone or 

hurt another. Today you can heal those wounds. 
But wait? What if you are surrounded by dirty, 

filthy, smelling, rat-infested, run-down, rusty Yesterday you might have failed at a project. Today 

neighborhood buildings? What if you live in the you can look at it from a new perspective. 

worst of the worst places in the world? What if 
Yesterday you might have been rejected by 

your world is a crazy, zany, outrageous parade of 
someone or a group. Today you can remember 

endless, senseless, self-destructive experiences? 
acceptance. 

What if you are broke, jobless, and single? What is 

your life is an endless stream of failures after Today you can create a new way of being in the 

failures? world. No matter what the situation, there is nothing 

that cannot be restored by the human spirit. 
The wisdom of enlightenment begins with 

Enlightenment is the awareness of yourself as a 
remembering that TODAY HAS NEVER 

creative force in the world. It is the ability to see what 
HAPPENED BEFORE. What does this mean? 

you can be, do, and have in this moment. 
Today you can begin to remember using your 

Enlightenment is creating a new You beginning with 
imagination to free yourself from any 

seeing the infinite possibilities of Today.
circumstances and limitations. The conditions of 

your environment are not the dominating forces. 

The circumstances of your life are not the dictators 

of your ability to create. You are. You are the 

creative spirit that lives and breathes each day in Maurice Fleming is founder of NextStep 

this world. So maybe you have chosen a wild ride Consulting, intuitive life coach, speaker, actor, and 

through the in and outs and ups and downs. Or author of 'Eat Like A Turtle: An Allegory For Daily 

maybe you come from a really hard past. Or Living.' He lives in Santa Fe, New Mexico. 

maybe you feel stuck in a bad situation that 

appears to have no end. 

But you want to know something? YOU CAN 

CHANGE ALL OF THAT TODAY! You can 

change your life right now. Right this moment. 

You might not want to leave your boring job today, 

but you can change how you feel about the job. 

You might not be ready to release that difficult 

relationship but you can change how you feel 

about it. You might feel angry about the problems 

of your community, nation, and world. You might 

even feel resentment and jealousy towards 'them' 

but you can change this. Why? BECAUSE  

TODAY  HAS  NEVER  HAPPENED  BEFORE. 

Yesterday you might have lost a job or a loved 

one. Today you can create a new life.

Yesterday you might have fallen. Today you 

can pick yourself back up. 

© Maurice Fleming, all rights reserved
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integration of the disparate elements that continuously How brilliantly perceptive of 

exert their influence upon us - our material body, the last of the great philosophers of 

subject to decay, and the experience of consciousness antiquity, Plotinus to realize that 

with its associated sensations, emotions and desires - the challenge each and every one 

becomes a hero's task only attained by the best of us faces and that constitutes the 

amongst us.kernel of our shared human 

condition is that of finding ourselves  at least in 
Arguably no one embodied the inherent 

this seemingly unending stage, our evolutionary 
contradictions of our human condition in his time as he 

odyssey - half way between the animals and the 
who, after a long and complex life and an artistic 

gods. No wonder that human nature and human 
legacy without match, came to be regarded as the 

psychology are so complex and that the 
greatest amongst the great of the Renaissance. I am of 

MICHELANGELO: 
THE EPHEMERAL AND 

THE ETERNAL
By Oscar Del Santo
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course referring to Michelangelo, a man who And to what effect. The passing of time has not 

exerted a decisive influence not only in the history diminished the indelible impression that his colossal 

of Art but crucially  even though this has remained David leaves upon us. Even today we are held in awe 

largely unknown to the general public - in its not only by that unmatched nobility of form but also by 

philosophy. the profound symbolism the great master imparted to 

his celebrated masterpiece. And what shall we say of 
In 1532, at the age of fifty seven, the immortal 

the monumental Dome of St Peter's Cathedral, the 
Florentine fell desperately in love with the young 

Medici Chapel, the Sistine chapel frescos and so many 
Roman aristocrat Tommaso Cavalieri, thirty four 

other incomparable works? From what seemingly 
years his junior. Michelangelo saw in him the 

inexhaustible source of creativity and talent did they 
epitome of the physical and spiritual male 

originate?
perfection he had ardently pursued throughout his 

life. Unlike some of his predecessors, who had It is precisely while articulating an answer to this 

self-servingly taken advantage of the old master's question that Michelangelo was to make a contribution 

recurrent infatuations, Tommaso grew to respect to philosophy and to psychology that -  inconceivable 

and appreciate the sincere devotion of which he as this may sound - matches and even outshines his 

had become the object. artistic production. For it was him who dared to once 

and for all correct Plato and establish the foundations 
The sonnets the Italian genius wrote for his 

of a new conception of Art that - thanks largely to the 
beloved have stood the test of time and reached us 

work of Walter Pater - would be almost unanimously 
in their full splendour in English thanks to the 

adopted by the Victorians and later divulged and 
work of the notable Victorian poet John Addington 

popularized by amongst others Pater's famed pupil 
Symonds, who lifted the veil of censorship after a 

Oscar Wilde. This is the view of Art the great public 
spell of almost 300 years and ended once and for 

overwhelmingly subscribes to and that makes us 
all the discombobulation by replacing every 

spontaneously rebel against those sorry spectacles we 
feminine pronoun with the original masculine 

are often exposed to in contemporary art galleries and 
one. The impassioned verses reveal the profound 

museums - like the scattered rubbish or the cows cut in 
and genuine love that Michelangelo felt for the 

half.
'infinitely beautiful' Tommaso:

Let us follow Michelangelo's reasoning. It is 

widely known that Plato did not hold artists or art in 

particularly high esteem. For the classical philosopher, 

art strived to transmit the perfection of that true and 

eternal world our senses can never fully experience or 

comprehend and which can only be grasped through It is highly unlikely that the love between the 

mystical union or an enlightenment experience. The two ever led to a physical consummation. 

beauty conferred by the artist to his creation would not Tommaso was to marry later in his life, though we 

therefore be more than at best a copy, an imitation, a are told that his sincere devotion for Michelangelo 

pale reflection of the Beauty that is the Source of all never dwindled. “I have never wished for a 

that in our world can be deemed beautiful. And as we friendship more than wish for thine” he wrote to 

all know an imitation can never be superior to the him on one occasion. The increasingly 

original it is based upon. On these premises, Plato melancholy, socially isolated and tormented 

disdained art as an inferior means of knowledge.Florentine must have found great comfort in this 

heartfelt appreciation in his twilight years, spent 
Using as a metaphor one of the blocks of Carrara 

as we know fully consecrated to his art.

Just as the moon owes its illumination

To the sun's light, so I am blind until

To every part of heaven your rays will reach
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marble he habitually used for his sculptures, melodies that have left their mark upon us has the 

Michelangelo was to forever reinterpret the role potential to act as both a catalyst and a lighthouse that 

and the true value of Art. For Art is not an will guide us to the best of ourselves, to the plenitude 

imitation, as Plato wrongly believed -  he declared  of our existence.

- but it is precisely through Art that Beauty is 
Michelangelo lived a life full of passion, with  just 

revealed in our world when the artist (in 
as the rest of us - successes and failures, joys and 

proportion to his talent) gives shape to a sculpture, 
sorrows, loves and disappointments. A life, though, in 

freeing in the process a Form that was already 
which Beauty always shined and was never to abandon 

latent in that noble material and impatient to be 
him. “It was conferred to me at birth the Idea of 

manifested and brought to life for our benefit.
Beauty” he once declared, “which has ever since 

This interpretation may initially sound remained a mirror and a lamp to my art.” This light, 

disconcerting. Upon closer reflection, however, never to be extinguished, continues to shine today with 

we will come to realise that it is due to its implicit the same brilliance that inspired Michelangelo, 

acceptance that we intuitively know that a work of inviting us to follow in his footsteps and to be willing 

art - unlike any other object -  is a given that cannot participants - as spectators or creators - in its eternal 

be altered or improved in any way, for it belongs to radiance.

the realm of the Absolute, from which it is an 

incarnation. This is precisely why each and every 

true work of art (speaking in the broadest sense 

and including the seven Arts) possesses an 
Oscar Del Santo is a European mystic, teacher, 

incalculable intrinsic value not just in the material 
public speaker and writer who regards himself as an 

but also in the historical and spiritual senses. As 
enlightened human being 'à la Jim Marion' and blends 

Michelangelo realized, Art uses the ephemeral to 
several traditions into his spiritual practice and 

bring us ever closer to the eternal. We can all 
teaching, including Taoism, New Age Christianity and 

ascertain the validity of this statement when we so 
Western Philosophy. He writes for various magazines 

to speak 'connect' with a painting, a sculpture or a 
and publications in the UK, Spain, Canada and the US 

song and experience a true spiritual communion 
and offers one-to-one and group spiritual counselling 

that lifts us to much higher planes. Art transports 
to a loyal following both sides of the Atlantic.

us to the Source of everything and it is there that its 

unique value lies. 

It is no coincidence that five hundred years 

later another adopted Florentine - the former 

disciple of Freud, Roberto Assagioli - would 

create a school of psychology that explicitly 

defends the value of Art as a tool of choice to 

succeed in solving the challenge Plotinus referred 

to, of integrating and developing the various 

elements that make up our personality. In 

Assagioli's system, which he suitably named 

Psychosynthesis, the therapeutic value of Art is 

recognised and applied for the benefit of all. As 

Michelangelo intuited, self-therapy based upon 

deep reflection and meditation on images or 

© Oscar Del Santo, all rights reserved
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yet, it made perfect sense to me and I read it by tracking The dream woke me at 

through the field, following various sequences of exactly 3 AM, as is the case with 

rotations of the spheres, like tracing the flow of oil every visionary dream I've ever 

through a complex series of gears. had. In it, I was camping in the 

desert, “holding a spot” for what 
I said to my mother, “Oh, Don't worry. It's not going 

seemed like a week or two, just 
to be that bad. See? It says right here. . .” And I 

waiting and maintaining a steady vibration, 
proceeded to describe what the book depicted. There 

following some sort of higher, intuitive orders. My 
was a 'cosmic event' happening WAY WAY out in the 

mother was with me, and as we lounged in our 
far reaches of the universe. In fact, it had already 

folding plastic chairs, she told me she was worried 
occurred and had set in motion this particular sequence 

about the future. I was reading a book, written in a 
of rotations, where the collision or spin of one celestial 

series of different sized dots and circles. Looking 
body affected another, and then another, and another, 

at the pages, they were literally covered edge to 
until the wave of spiraling energy would reach our own 

edge by a field of these spheres, some yellow, 
solar system and planet. When that happened - and it 

some blue, some purple -  looking very much like 
wouldn't be too much longer now -  the book said that 

a close-up of round cells under a microscope. And 
people would attribute the result to erroneous causes. 

Becoming Transparent:
Preparing to Live in 

the Permanent Present Moment
By Penney Peirce
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The dream scene suddenly shifted and I was us who had become transparent - in other words, who 

standing in a room talking to a male colleague, a were fluid, fully in the moment without expectations 

healer who was dressed in a gray business suit who or projections into future or past, and who held no 

had just returned from the big cities of the East fixed ideas - would simply flow with the situation, not 

Coast. “Those suits are really solid!” he experiencing much of a disruption to our ordinary way 

exclaimed. And I thought, the business mentality of being, since we already knew the sort of 

is hard to get through, or maybe the bodies timelessness or timefulness inherent in the present 

themselves are like suits. He looked at me and moment. 

said, “Well, you look fine; you're right on 
But people who were still living with the concept of 

schedule.” I looked down and my left arm was 
linear time, projecting into the future, rushing to meet 

transparent up to the shoulder. As I saw this, 
deadlines or dipping nostalgically into the past, would 

memory suddenly flooded into me about what was 
have their worldview shattered. There would be a 

really going on. We were approaching an 
tremendous flood of energy running through the 

important time in the history of the planet. There 
planes of existence, through the 'energy bodies,' and 

would be an 'event,' related to the cosmic event 
anywhere there was too much holding on, or holding 

from the far-distant universe that was called 'The 
back, or holding out, that mental fixation would act as 

Void.' I knew I'd been living all my lifetimes, and 
an impurity in the system, causing an implosion. With 

preparing diligently, to be able to live through this 
no holding patterns, the energy would simply flow 

event. In my consciousness, it was something 
through harmlessly, giving the 'transparent' person an 

exciting and joyful, yet I knew many people would 
experience of heightened divinity and light. Those 

lose their lives. “How could I possibly have 
who were still 'opaque' with fear and controlling 

forgotten this!” I thought. 
behaviors would likely die from the overload. 

Then a voice said, “To survive The Void you 
And yet, there was no tragedy. Those who died 

must become like the void.” And I knew then that 
physically in the blink of an eye, would not realize 

we were all in a process of becoming transparent, 
what had happened consciously, and they would 

every inch of us. To be transparent meant to hold 
reincarnate right away onto a planet that was of the 

nothing to yourself, to release all ego, to be soft 
same vibration as the one they'd just left. Their earth 

and adaptable, porous and permeable. To be 
would function in much the same way as it always had. 

transparent meant that we would learn to live in a 
Those who blinked back in, having absorbed the huge 

state without the need for fixed identity, without a 
new dose of light, would reincarnate onto an earth that 

set history, without limitation, without beliefs, 
was more etheric, yet seemed just as familiar to them. 

without fear and reactionary behavior. Those 
Neither group would suffer alienation. In effect, there 

things make us opaque, solid, and dense. 
would be a bifurcation of the world, and two planet 

During The Void, which I sensed to be Earths would exist side-by-side in parallel realities. 

somewhere in the first twenty years of the 21st 
Since this dream, which happened about ten years 

century, there would be a powerful phenomenon 
ago, I have wondered about the process of becoming 

akin to the stopping of time. It would primarily 
transparent, wondered if I was making any progress. In 

occur in the higher dimensions, the mental and 
the past few years, though, I've had a stronger sense 

emotional planes, yet it would have an effect on 
that this was indeed happening. More people 

our physical bodies. I knew that as we experienced 
understand what it is to live in the present moment, and 

this 'Pause,' we'd have no idea how long it was 
how this kind of centered consciousness literally 

lasting, because time would not exist. It's like we 
changes the rules of the world. We're learning about 

would blink out, then blink back in again. Those of 
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the new paradigm consciousness, and how opinions, beliefs about your identity, or what you think 

powerful the unified field is as a medium of you have to do. 

awareness. The more we keep ourselves centered 
] Visualize yourself uncluttered by ' should's, old 

in the now, the higher the frequency of our 
ideas, and negative feelings. Let yourself experience 

consciousness. The higher the frequency of our 
spaciousness, openness, expansion, clear light all 

consciousness, the less capacity we have to 
around you.

suppress fear and hold negative beliefs. This 
]means that all the interferences, the impurities in  Let go of any ways you hold on, hold back, hold 

our systems, are now rising to the surface to be forth, hold out, and hold up.

dissolved. Misunderstandings ask to be re-
Remember: In any now moment you can be 

understood.
transparent. Just focus your whole self into the 

We will see an increase in voluntary loss of ego moment and breathe diamond light, radiate diamond 

and overly-structured identity. More people will light, and relax any urges to control yourself and the 

become beginner shape-shifters, reformulating world. You don't have to know who you are. You're 

themselves easily again and again, as the needs of much bigger and more complex than you could ever 

the collective pull new interests and desires up imagine. The soul will make you into whatever is 

from the collective unconscious. If you are in a needed for the next moment of life. Go with it! 

period of loss right now, don't worry. It's really a Discover yourself as you become, then discover 

period of gestation, a gift that allows you to drop yourself anew.

into your own deep waters and feel what wants to 

be real NOW. A friend of mine said she had a 

dream where she was inside a cocoon, very tight 

and alone. Suddenly it exploded and she was a 
Penney Peirce is a gifted intuitive empath, 

swan swimming peacefully on a glassy lake, with 
visionary, and author, as well as a popular lecturer, 

many other swans. She said she realized that what 
counselor, and trainer specializing in intuition 

was coming would be an experience of greater 
development and its application to personal life and 

connectedness with like-minded others, that she 
business. She is an expert in dreamwork and expanded 

would no longer have to do everything alone. 
perception, working throughout the US, Japan, South 

Here are some things you can do to further this Africa, and Europe since 1977 as a coach to business 

process of becoming transparent: executives, psychologists, scientists, other trainers, 

and those on a spiritual path.
] Center yourself repeatedly inside your body, 

in the moment, and see what you already know 

about whatever's just been on your mind.

] Absolutely STOP self-doubt thoughts, 'yes 

but's, cynical or critical thinking, and negative 

comments.

] Saturate yourself in thoughts of what you 

love, what excites you, what brings simple 

pleasure, what opens your heart. 

] Release other people's ideas that you 

mistakenly carry and hold as your own. Release 

© Penney Peirce, all rights reserved
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E n l i g h t e n m e n t  i s  a n  e x p e r i e n t i a l  enlightenment is not. So nobody can make a statement 

understanding from deep within, irrevocable that I am enlightened because 'I' can never be 

understanding, absolute understanding that “ego enlightened. Enlightenment is… I am not. 

exists not”. Ego…The 'I' is fictitious, pseudo 
Enlightenment and the ego are like sun and 

entity. All that exist is only Consciousness, 
darkness. You ask the Sun, “have you seen the 

Divinity, Shiva. If this understanding has 
darkness?” What will be the reply of the Sun? Sun will 

happened to you at your core, which is a first-hand 
say, “What are you talking about?” If the Sun is there 

experience…, that is enlightenment. It is not just 
the darkness is not there. If the darkness is there the 

intellectual understanding but deep within you 
Sun is not there. If the enlightenment is there then ego 

something has been transformed, a very deep 
is not there. If ego is there enlightenment is not there. 

experience by which you know this thing, not just 
Sun and darkness can never meet. 

the intellectual understanding of that state. When 

it happens deep within you in the bottom of your Ego is the darkness that does not have any 

heart, at the core of your being, in an experiential existence. It is only because there is no sun, that you 

manner, then that is the state of enlightenment. have darkness. Darkness is non-existing, it is 

That is called first hand experience of divinity. fictitious, pseudo. Absence of light is called darkness 

Where the experiencer is not, only the divinity is. so one should not struggle with the darkness within. 

The ego which is the darkness, one should not struggle 
Enlightenment is for those courageous few 

with it, just light the lamp!
who are willing to die completely. In that total 

death of the ego… enlightenment happens. When The only way out is to light the lamp within. How 

enlightenment happens 'I' am not. If 'I' am there does one do that? It is merely lighting one lamp with 

SECRETS OF ENLIGHTENMENT
By Prem Nirmal
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the help of the other lamp. When there is a lamp your heart towards that enlightened consciousness, if 

which is already lit, take the lamp which is not lit you have sense of appreciation for something 

near the lamp which is lit…This is the way the wonderful that is there, with that very gratitude, that 

unlit lamp will get lit! That is why there is so much very appreciation you can catch the fire any moment. 

importance of the presence of the Living 
 The fifth and the most important 

Enlightened Master. That is why in our Indian 
quality of the right disciple is the courage to die. culture there is so much respect and gratitude for 
Willingness to let go. If we talk in the terms of lamp, all the Gurus. 
then we can say that the lamp should be ready to 

But which lamp will be lit? One which has all destroy its darkness. It should be ready to go near the 
the ingredients like oil, wick and which is ready to fire to catch the fire.
be lit. But if in the lamp there is water and you try 

Most people are not willing to go near live fire, the to light it, will it be lit? Never! So how does one 
living enlightened master, but they prefer to see it from prepare the lamp so that it can be lit? That needs to 
far. Why? If you go near the fire then it will burn you. be understood. 
Enlightened consciousness is more like fire. If you go 

close to the fire you will be burnt. But these great 

intellectual giants they will talk about this fire, they 
 That person as a 

will discuss about it, they will have study circles, they 
personality, as a being, must be simple. Too will read books but nobody will be willing to go closer 
educated, too logical, learned, intellectual, to the fire and get burnt because they are not ready for 
complicated persons will miss the point. So, that. That is why they remain intellectual idiots. 
simplicity is the first virtue on the path to 

Ego is like a Salt doll. It wants to roam around the enlightenment.
shore and keeps asking what the depth of the ocean is? 

The second thing the person The Salt-Doll has to be ready to jump into the ocean 
should have is humility. One should be willing to without making any excuses and it will dissolve. How 
receive the grace of divinity. When it is raining, much time does it take to understand this? It's so 
one should be holding the vessel straight to simple. Our mind is so complex and it creates 
receive the water. If it is upside down, will you get unnecessary complications. 
the water? No! Same is with Grace, so be humble.

So if we have these five qualities within us then our 
 lamp too will be ready to be lit. When the unlit lamp 

Upanishad means sitting at the feet of the master goes near the lamp which is lit and catches the flame, 
and ready to receive that grace. If that quality is the lamp which is already lit has nothing to lose. Once 
there then you receive. The electrical energy flows the unlit lamp catches the flame and it is kept next to 
from high-voltage to low-voltage. So also the the lamp which is already lit, can you tell which lamp 
spiritual energy flows from the master to the was lit first and which one was next? No one can tell!
disciple. So it is an important quality for the 

One more thing to understand is that the flame of 
disciple to be able to sit at the feet of the master. An 

the lamp is more important and not the shape and size 
egoist can not do that! Only the right disciple, who 

and the looks of the body of the lamp. Then whether 
is willing to sit at the feet of the master, the one 

that lamp is made of mud or gold does not matter. If 
who is humble and simple and willing to learn will 

there is respect, appreciation, gratitude towards that 
be capable of receiving that grace!

enlightened consciousness, your lamp will get lit, 

 If you have gratitude in otherwise not. 

There are basically five qualities:

5) COURAGE:

1) SIMPLICITY:

2) HUMILITY: 

3) ATTITUDE OF LEARNING:

4) GRATITUDE:
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Once you have those five basic qualities, it is You can see the truth of it, when you see that rich 

possible to discuss the breakthrough technology people are as miserable as poor or at times more 

of enlightenment. But before we can get into the miserable, because material affluence has not helped 

technology of breakthrough, we need to us in sorting out the human problems, which are 

understand a few fundamentals of life and living. mostly psychological. On the contrary the statistics 

We also need to understand clearly the difference prove that the more affluent the society, the more heart 

between Brain and Mind and the inter-relation attacks, divorces and relationship problems happen. 

between the two. 
The time has come where it has become almost a 

Brain is the hardware aspect. It is a highly compulsion for us that, we must look into these issues 

evolved module in the skull, which is the greatest of life, otherwise it will be too late and we will be 

wonder and the miracle the way it functions. It is repenting at leisure! If you are sincere and honest in 

connected to and constantly in touch with all the your seeing, it is not very difficult to see the urgency of 

parts of the body through various stimuli it gets in it as felt by the speaker. Do you feel this urgency?

the form of neural signals. Hence even though it is 
If you do feel this urgency and are interested in the 

placed in the skull, its reach is over the entire body. 
breakthrough, how can we proceed further? 

Mind is the software aspect. It is the thought-
The simplest way is to begin from where we are 

emotions bundle, which is loaded with our likes 
right now, by simply being aware! 

and dislikes, our associations and attachments, 

fears and phobias etc. Right now, are you aware of your breathing, the 

heart that is beating all the time, the sound of the fan or 
It is the combination of the brain as the 

the air-conditioners, the sound of traffic from far 
hardware and the mind as the software that is 

away? 
responsible for the miraculous functioning and 

also the joy and miseries of the human race. Now can you look at this software called mind, 

which is running all the time like an under- current or 
The combination is miraculous because it has 

background music in the form of unstoppable self-
the great capacity to compare, calculate, evaluate, 

dialogue? Is it possible to create some space so that we 
memorize, fantasize, imagine, react, respond, 

can see and observe with aloof attention these thoughts 
intellectualize and intuit etc. It is because of these 

which are wandering in the inner sky? 
capabilities that humans are different and far more 

superior in their functioning compared to any If you can create some space within and unlatch 

other living organism on this planet. yourself from the thoughts and if you can witness the 

thoughts, you will see there are so many thoughts! 
The combination has also created the miseries 

Each one moving in its own direction! These thoughts 
for the human race because human mind is now 

have no coherence. One thought says you have to 
caught in its own web. Its capacity to memorize, 

attend a marriage in the evening. The other thought 
calculate and compare has gone to very high levels 

says you did not have breakfast. The third thought says 
of cunningness. This calculative mind is totally 

you must concentrate on what is being said because it 
unaware of the other aspects such as the ability to 

is important. No coherence among these three 
respond, intuit or being silent. That's why it has 

thoughts at all. And there are so many of them! So this 
gone off-balance. Such people with one-sided 

is the condition of our thought-mind right now!
development go eccentric very fast! It is this 

unbalanced growth of mind, which is responsible As you start observing thoughts with aloof 

for the human miseries in the midst of plenty. attention, the witness is created. With this, thoughts 
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start reducing and they fall in line. The thought thought-mind to play tricks with you in the form of 

flow becomes streamlined. In the process visualization, hallucinations, imagery etc. In fact, this 

thoughts per minute (tpm) reduces. state being beyond the frontiers of thoughts, the 

thought has no say in it at all.
As the intensity of observation goes on 

increasing, the flow of thought goes on reducing. Once you touch upon that, the awareness falls back 

It becomes thinner and thinner. Now it becomes upon itself, becoming aware of itself! It results into the 

possible to see the beginning of a thought, the total annihilation of the ego-mind-personality, as the 

middle of the thought and the end of the thought as huge fire of that dynamic energy engulfs the entire 

you trace the whole trajectory of thought with garbage called mind, with all its emotional 

great intensity of aloof attention. entanglements. For the first time you feel healthy as 

you get healed completely with that celestial shower, 
As the intensity of aloof attention goes on 

which washes away all the hurt and humiliations faced 
increasing, it becomes multi-point. With this, now 

in the past. This is the process of rebirth. The old goes 
you see the gap at the end of the first thought and 

out, the new comes in. The process continues and it 
before the second thought starts. At this stage 

takes its own time to settle, which varies from few 
change the gestalt. Instead of watching the 

months to few years, depending upon the past habits 
thoughts, shift your focus on watching the gaps. 

and temperaments of the person. 
This has the miraculous effect. As you shift the 

focus from thoughts to the gaps, the gap goes on This is the breakthrough into a new dimension 

increasing. which is beyond the frontiers of thought-mind. The 

eternal journey continues.
Now as you remain vigilant in multi-point 

awareness and continue practicing aloof attention, Please practice this, what is being said. 

you will come to “no-thought zone”. This is a Understanding it intellectually is the first step, but that 

thoughtless state, without thoughts, only the gap. alone will not produce results. You have to practice it 

and work it out to the end of it. That is the process of 
As the intensity of witnessing is heightened by 

enlightenment!
additional energy which is now available, as there 

are no thoughts to dissipate the same, the energy 

reservoir goes on increasing. This results into high 

intensity field of observation  where there are no 

thoughts  resulting in the “non-thought zone”. Prem Nirmal is the modern scientific-mystic & is 

This state is so vibrant and dynamic that the known for his cutting-edge western scientific 

thought has got no capacity to linger in this zone. approach balanced by deeply insightful eastern 

This is the state in which one should get rooted wisdom. He is the founder Director of Tao Anand 

into with multi-point awareness. Staying more and Spiritual Centre (TASC) at Thane and Tao Pyramid 

more in this state is the invitation to divine. It Dhyan Kendra at Kalyan in India.

makes it possible to touch upon that divine quality 

which brings about the total transformation from 

the very core of your being through the explosion 

of the psychological instrument in the inner 

domain. 

As you remain alert, aware and vigilant 

throughout, there is no chance at all for the 

© Prem Nirmal, all rights reserved
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What do you, personally, believe about Where does that way of being show clearly? God is 

Enlightenment? Aura readings and empathic in those details, and they're plain as day, right in your 

merges will show it quite clearly because, here at energy field

Earth School, Consequences R Us. 
So you can find a photo of anyone, read it, and 

Never having considered the topic isn't going know a great deal about that person's spiritual path. It's 

to make any difference either, arguably: Foggy or interesting to contrast those ideals, that path, with the 

clear, conscious or not, you have chosen a pattern outpicturing in the believer's aura. Intuitive readings 

for your life. It includes goals, beliefs, and daily and spiritual readings of all kinds can provide 

choices about enlightenment. These really do add perspective, but the simple data is right there, plain 

up. vanilla, in aura readings.

Enlightenment Made Practical
By Rose Rosetree
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That is what I'm going to do, in a short tour, 

here.
Fundamentalist Christians may not be fond of the 

Eastern term 'enlightenment,' but they know they own 

it. Tim, the mega-bestselling author of Left Behind 
Enlightenment became a burning quest for me 

novels, might be considered the poster child for a 
in 1969, when I began to study with Maharishi 

definition of 'enlightened' as 'saved.'
Mahesh Yogi. I spent years in his presence before 

In Empowered by Empathy I recount a story he told leaving his Movement some 17 years later. 

on “Fresh Air,” where Tim happened to be at a Consequently, I held very specific notions about 

conference center where the Dalai Lama also different levels of Enlightenment.

appeared. Tim said he thought the great Buddhist 
According to that  model ,  spir i tual  

leader was “probably very sincere” but he just hadn't 
enlightenment begins with tiny experiences of 

been educated enough about Jesus, so LaHaye proudly 
transcendence. With regular practice, they add up 

recounted that he offered to bring the Dalai Lama up to 
to a permanent, all-time awareness of being 

speed.
spiritually awake inside. Then there is a 

Anyone who is so sure he/she knows enough to be a development of God consciousness, which 

missionary really deserves to have aura readings, don't includes the glorious experiences of subtlest 

you think? Carefully avoiding empathic merge reality that I call 'aura readings.' This leads to an 

techniques, let's take a peek, using this photoexperience of moving, at will, in and out of the in-

depth experience of being other people, dubbed 

'Unity' by Maharishi and 'Empathic Merges' by 

me.

No longer do I believe, strictly, in Maharishi's 

definitions. Instead, I consider enlightenment to 

mean “identifying with your spiritual 

consciousness.” (If you have read Empowered by 

Empathy  you may remember a fairly 

comprehensive discussion about this.)
Tim's glory shows here. The man couldn't have a 

One of Maharishi's great, visionary bigger presence, taking a real command of his 
achievements was to include the whole mind- environment. He's supremely self-confident, 
body-spirit system in his definition of powerful, totally happy (while in public, anyway). In 
enlightenment. He spoke of “releasing all stress” terms of the definitions advanced by Elise LeBeau and 
from the nervous system, praising regular Dr. Char, Tim is There or Going There, respectively. 
meditation practice as a way to cultivate a Rebecca might have to give one of her wry smiles and 
physiology of enlightenment. agree that whatever Mr. LaHaye's quest, it has 

ennobled him.Unfortunately, he didn't speak about the need 

for grounding or balance -  what in sessions I call Yet you may also notice a huge respect for the 
'proportionality' between the sizes in different money, prestige, opinions of others, territory. To use a 
parts of an aura. How you define consciousness, term from Chinese Herbal medicine, a school of 
meditation, and enlightenment, really does have healing for which I'm sure Mr. LaHaye has no respect 
consequences. Here are just a few examples. at all, metal dominates. All the world's toys and 

trinkets weigh heavily in importance for this man.

TIM LAHAYE

MY DEFINITION

Version of Reality Databank at the Root 

Chakra
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Spiritual Connection Databank at the 

Third Eye Chakra

Spiritual Connection Databank at the Third 

Eye Chakra

TRANSCENDENTAL AURAS

Version of Reality Databank at the Root 

Chakra

ALL THE SAME?

Yet there is one very sobering note, like a Bach 

cantata where the lowest pedals of an organ play out 

their deep melody so slowly that you may not notice, 
Rock-solid belief comforts Tim. Thick as being captivated instead by fast-moving high notes.

cement, the feeling of safety is of the “never 
Deep within the soft, cotton-candy glow of change” variety. You may also notice a certain 

surreality and bliss, you can find the rather sobering kind of pride, superiority, smugness.
presence of Shiva. He is guiding this girl into a life of 

Whatever qualities you're noticing here, surely stark renunciation, giving up money, sex, personal 
the size won't escape you. Think proportionality. power, even personal identity, in pursuit of a very 
The ratio of root-chakra-to-third-eye-chakra is otherworldly variety of spiritual liberation.
about 20,000:1.

LaHaye possesses a certain kind of 

enlightenment, with a corresponding quality of 

life that emanates through his aura out to And what kind of liberation is this, from an Earth 

relationships and self-assessment. School perspective? TM really does take meditators to 

a high-frequency realm.

The practitioner shown here has a rather typical 
For contrast, take a look at the TMer whose 

third eye chakra for someone who does 
photo is displayed at a Maharishi-sponsored 

Transcendental Meditation. The chakra extends way 
website. Qualities of akasha, deep space, pervade 

far out. In this case, it's out about one universe away, so 
her entire aura.

you do the math on the proportionality between her 

third eye chakra and the one-inch projection of her root 

chakra! 

(Technical point: All this is read at the third layer. 

You will, however, find something similar at other 

aura layers.)That's good news, in terms of living with a 

higher state of consciousness. But let's be practical 
Notice, this girl's experience satisfies the 

here and compare those same two databanks we 
definitions of Dr. Char and Elise LeBeau, meets the 

did for the oh-so-enlightened Fundamentalist.
criteria put forth by Dr. Scolastico, especially if the 

meditator tries to spread her bliss around during the 

rest of her day. Even the lovely operational definition 

of enlightenment supplied by Ceci Miller could be 
Life is sweet. Feelings are soft. Blissful considered fulfilled here. Meditator Girl may be 

experience is everywhere, yet nothing seems real. floating off the ground most of her waking hours, but 
It's like “Strawberry Fields Forever” without the that doesn't disallow her having many moments that 
psychedelics. are absolutely glorious.

Not only does so-called reality not matter a 

whole lot at this girl's root chakra but the size of 
Anyone who clings to the newbie's idea that all this databank is just about exactly the size of the 

meditation techniques, or versions of enlightenment, third eye databank for Mr. LaHaye. How funny is 
are pretty much alike can change that really fast. Do a that?
(subtle) reality check and read auras of people who 
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practice different techniques. yourselfer. For instance:

]] Some put a person in a happy mood for 15  If a person's main 'spiritual' achievement consists 

seconds. in having a lot of beliefs, fascinating! Look for a big 

part of the aura about the intellect, not much going on 
] Some move out the third eye two inches.

in the third eye or crown chakras.

Every technique produces a consequence even 
] If a person's main 'spiritual' achievement is having 

if that consequence is “High sounding words, 
strong emotions about being 'saved' or some other 

producing very little else.”
component of belief, lovely! And that will show in the 

heart chakra, not the third eye or crown.So here's a tip for the next time you're in a 

discussion where everyone is being politically 
Even if there were no other practical benefits to 

correct and smiling and saying, “We're all one. 
doing aura readings, you would want to do them in 

Let's just accept everyone as an equal, in every 
order to find out what is really going on in the spiritual 

way, at every time, because it's all good.” 
arenas, here at Earth School - that big one-room 

schoolhouse where grades aren't properly labeled.Speak out on behalf of enlightenment. Tell 

those well meaning people, “Get real.”

Choices of meditation technique can make a 
If I were looking for a poster child for my favorite more dramatic difference than any other choice 

qualities of Enlightenment, I would choose Susan you will ever make in life. Yet most people you 
Scolastico, pictured here next to Ron.meet could tell you more about differences 

between kinds of shoes, or beer, or TV shows. And 

they'll gladly pay for the outward things that show 

status, scrimping on the inner - which “must not 

matter much because it sure doesn't show.” 

What about the people who stubbornly, or 

smugly, state “I don't need a teacher”? Invite them 

to read auras in depth and detail, then evaluate 

what they are doing for themselves.

With all respect, it is probably nothing, Aura readings show a perfectly balanced 
possibly very distorting to that person's aura long- proportionality between all her chakras. Sure, there 
term, and maybe absolutely wonderful. Who may be a few areas of pain, and some places where scar 
knows, really, what the long and short-term tissue bears witness to very human achievement. All 
consequences will be? the better!

Without expert instruction from someone who Love pervades that aura, and even if love isn't as 
knows more than they do, the majority of self- flashy as akasha, Susan will have time for that when 
taught meditators (like self-taught empaths) she isn't in that human form any longer.
mostly get to enjoy their wonderful pride about 

We'll always be in some body somewhere. While never having needed a teacher.
here at Earth School, why not live a high level of 

They may not find much other benefit, other consciousness in conjunction with a life where you 
than a vague idea about “feeling good.” Such is the behave as if this place matters?
great spiritual achievement of being a 100% do-it-

JUST RIGHT
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WHICH VERSION WILL YOU 

CHOOSE?

Yes, everything that I do in sessions or 

teach in workshops or write about in books 

has the goal of Enlightenment. 

2. Follow up with a balanced life, seeking to live 

your ideals but also enjoying life at Earth School. Any 

spiritual practice that causes you to bliss-giggle your 
Back at my definition of enlightenment, I have way through life does not do this place justice. (Not to 

come to value proportionality in an aura. I also mention that you may not enjoy how little respect you 
recommend moving out all significant STUFF receive from other people, and with good reason, if 
blocking personal clarity and freedom. your aura displays a renunciate's contempt for human 

life.)In my favorite terms, that would mean 

removing astral debris (as I'll be teaching how to 3. Then make your current level of consciousness 
do in my upcoming Intensive on Spiritual more glorious by spending 10 minutes a day doing 
Healing) like ghosts and psychic coercion; cutting aura readings or empathic merges.
cords of attachment, whether doing the work 

That's my recommendation, folks. But know that yourself, with skill, or having a session of Energy 
whatever you choose, you can't fail. Each of the auras Spirituality with a well trained practitioner; and 
we have read here bears a glorious kind of testimony. releasing deep blocks of fear and pain, held on the 
Pursue the kind of enlightenment of your choice. You level of cellular memory (for which my healing 
will surely get it, all the way out to the tiniest particles method of choice is Energy Release Regression 
of your energy field.Therapy).

Rose Rosetree is America's leading expert at 

Deeper Perception, with unique systems of Face What is my practical recipe for living YOUR 

Reading, Aura Reading and Skills for Empaths. She highest ideal?

offers telephone sessions for healing, better 
1. Do the spiritual practice of your choice 

relationships, and spiritual growth.
every day. This will be in terms of your own belief 

system, such as:

] Reading Ron Scolastico's how-to book on 

Enlightenment, Becoming Enlightened: Twelve 

Keys to Higher Consciousness.

] Reading the meditation technique-packed 

book that includes information on getting more 

akasha into your aura, Let Today Be a Holiday.

]  Studying scripture a la Tim LaHaye,

] Or spending hours every week hearing the 

Vedas and baffling Purva Mimamsa sutras from 

Jaimini (these being cute long-term requirements 

you'll undoubtedly discover if you become deeply 

involved in TM, regardless of Maharishi's 

assurance to newbies that “TM is not a religion.”)

© Rose Rosetree, all rights reserved
www.rose-rosetree.com
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ever completing this work.  Even more are led into There are as many paths 

lives which cause them to waste precious time, energy, to enlightenment as there are 

and spiritual resources.  War, politics, religion, and a languages on this planet. 

vast number of human maladies delay the progress of However, none are easily 

the soul.  found and are even more 

difficult to tread without 
After a long and exhaustive search, the soul 

proper guidance.  This part 
eventually discovers that the Path to its own growth 

of the enlightenment process is the most difficult.  
and realization is a real and tangible thing.  In the same 

Most of us spend countless lifetimes searching for 
way that the child grows into an adult, the human soul 

a true Path.  As we have seen enlightenment is the 
is destined to become an enlightened being.  This 

Path through which the Light Body is created.  
process is not easy.  

There is a tendency to lose patience and 
The first task of a true Path is to help the aspirant 

become disheartened with the enormity of the 
learn to let go of the illusion of self.  This is very, very 

task.  Many souls fall into decay and die before 
difficult.  The human ego will use every tool that is in 

The Physical Process of
Enlightenment
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its arsenal to keep you right where you are.  Doubt, never fall back into it. It is only when the partial 

fear, anxiety, worry, illness, and laziness, are part overcoming of the human ego takes place that one may 

of the weaponry we all face in learning to slip back into egocentricity. Once a student passes his 

overcome this wall. examination, he will never fail that examination. He 

will not have to sit for it again.  -  Sri Chinmoy
The first part of spiritual training involves 

helping the soul recall its original connection to The Divine Ego nourishes the soul during the sleep 

the Creator.  Before the soul separates from the state.  The portion of the soul that remains within the 

Creator and begins the process of incarnation, it body during the sleep phase, the tammuz, is vulnerable 

does not have a human ego.  It does however have when the main soul is outside the body. Were it not for 

something else which is far more evolved and the energy of the Divine Ego, we would all die in this 

capable, The Divine Ego.  The Divine Ego is an phase.  

immortal, indivisible, and highly evolved aspect 
The Divine Ego urges the mind to find the Path.  It 

of the soul's nature.  Each soul, at the time of its 
is the subtle prompting of the Divine Ego that compels 

creation by the Spirit, is endowed with this 
us to find seminars, books, music, and readings that 

connection to the Creator.  The Divine Ego is the 
will ultimately lead us to the Path.  Often this is done 

part of us that knows we are God.  It is not a 
while the Divine Ego has to struggle with the human 

philosophical construct or metaphysical creation.  
ego.  

The Divine Ego existed before time and space 

were created.  The Divine Ego connects all living The Divine Ego grows with the expansion of 

things to the Creator through its existence.  consciousness and helps initiate the process of inner 

enlightenment.  The gentle promptings of the Divine 
When the Buddha realized that the cause of all 

Ego transform into a torrent of inspiration, creativity, 
human suffering was desire seated within the ego, 

and personal development as we grow spiritually.  At 
he became enlightened.  He also came to 

the moment of inner enlightenment, the Divine Ego 
understand something else while sitting under that 

takes over the mind completely, effectively sealing the 
tree.  He came to understand that he was an 

fate of the human ego.  Once this happens, the soul is 
integral part of the Creator.  His body began to 

fully committed to the Path. 
emit light and he could perform miracles as his 

understanding of this process unfolded.  His The Divine Ego provides a series of miraculous 

human ego died and he rediscovered his personal phenomena which serve to light the way for the 

connection to a vastly primordial aspect of growing soul.  The experiences, which we call 

himself. The human ego could never follow a Path miracles, are truly blessings in disguise.  The Path to 

that leads to enlightenment.  The Divine Ego enlightenment requires much of us.  The miracles 

however, needs to follow such a path. along the way serve to let us know that we are indeed 

going the right way.  They also let others know that 
Connecting with the Divine Ego helps the 

you have found something that is worthwhile and 
student develop the necessary emotional strength 

maybe they should take a look.  They only serve to 
to follow the Path.  It also allows the student to 

light the way in the same manner that candles light a 
more comfortably work through the changes that 

room.
occur within the physical, mental, emotional, and 

spiritual aspects of the self as a result of the Work.  If you stare too long at the candle you will surely 

This process is permanent and does not reverse miss the Buddha sitting at the end of the hall.  

once the Work is completed. - (Unknown)

Once the human ego is transcended, one will The process of enlightenment has a predictable 
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series of physical steps.  These steps help define themselves away from the public during this phase.  

and clarify the process so that the aspirant can This is a necessary protective act.  These changes 

more easily see the true essence of the Path. The indicate to the new aspirant that they have indeed 

process of full enlightenment may be defined by made progress and that the new body of light is 

two steps, inner enlightenment and outer maturing.  The maturation process may be monitored 

enlightenment. by the appearance of several stages of development.

  I n n e r    During this phase of its growth, 

enlightenment occurs when the soul regains all of the soul begins to tap into the knowledge contained 

its lost facets, conceives the thought of within the Actus.  Essentially, one becomes able to tap 

Enlightenment, and assumes the shape of a pearl.  into the knowledge of the universe without prior study.  

At the point of inner enlightenment, one receives a The Actus region of the soul contains all the 

vision.  This vision is best described as follows: information of the universe.  It also encodes the events 

which have and will transpire within the life of the 
You will see a figure not unlike a cross, though 

soul.  As the Gnostic process advances, one becomes 
you should see this as a purely Christian image.  

able to literally know everything.  This process is also 
The cross is an ancient symbol which embodies 

called logia.
energies far beyond that of any one religion.  

There will be four faces surrounding the   During this phase of its growth, the soul 
cross…..beautiful golden faces…which will begins to tap into the life force of the Creator himself.  
smile upon you in blessing…The entire image will The soul gradually begins to emit visible light.  The 
be surrounded by a golden light…the event may light however does not merely illuminate the body.  It 
last only a few seconds but be assured that it is a serves several functions.  The light is capable of 
great achievement……. healing at a very high level.  At its highest level, this 

light can restore life to a dead or dying form.  The Aura At the moment of inner enlightenment, The 
allows for the transformation of the body into a Vision of the Four Faces is visited upon the soul.  
perfected form.  

It is clearly visible whether one's eyes are open 
The Aura also causes certain miraculous or closed.  The process of inner enlightenment 

phenomena such as bilocation, transubstantiation of occurs when the soul completes a phase of growth 
matter, and the creation of living things.  The Aura is a and development and gives birth to its own divine 
sign that the Divine Ego is in the process of completely potential.  In essence, at the time of inner 
taking over the soul functions relative to its function enlightenment, we give birth to our Immortal 
within a physical body.  At the end of this process, the Selves.  At the end of the process of inner 
body glows with a supernal light after the point of enlightenment, the soul is no longer compelled to 
death.return to the third dimension of reality.  The soul 

may choose a higher plane of reality at the end of    During this phase of the enlightenment 
physical life. process, the Divine Ego guides the soul in the 

development of mastery over the laws of time and  As the soul 
space.  Essentially, the soul begins to lose its illusory continues its growth toward the process of outer 
connections with matter.  As a result, the body begins enlightenment, four events mark its development.  
to float, sometimes spontaneously.  The flow of time These events are not necessarily sequential but all 
and space is altered around the body and the aspirant four do occur during the final phase of 
often appears to be in another world, slightly out of enlightenment.  Most aspirants will hide 
phase with our own.  A host of other phenomena 

I n n e r  E n l i g h t e n m e n t : Gnosis/Logia:

Aura:

Levitia:

Outer enlightenment :
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accompany this stage of development.

  During this phase of development, 

the soul begins to nourish the body directly, 

without the need for food or water.  The body 

subsists on the energy it draws indirectly from the 

universe.  The process of inedia allows the body to 

live for longer and longer periods of time without 

conceding to its base needs.  Inedia signals the 

final phase of enlightenment in which the body 

begins to become self-generating.  

During this phase of enlightenment, the body 

gradually loses it dependence on matter for its 

existence and begins to generate its own cells and 

structure from the fabric of the Creator.  After the 

completion of this process, the body need no 

longer be born through the use of biological 

parents.  The body is then fully enlightened and 

may generate itself at any time and at any place it 

desires.  It is then ready for life in the higher 

realms of existence. 

Dr. Mitchell Earl Gibson is a board-certified 

forensic psychiatrist, writer, artist, software 

developer, public speaker, and spiritual teacher. 

He received the first of his three major spiritual 

initiations from Sri Matajhi Indira Devi in 1994 

and at that time he was granted clairvoyant vision, 

knowledge of the soul, and heightened intuitive 

healing abilities.

Inedia:
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In oblivion heap, Dark lay fast asleep
Awake! Said the Sun, our time has begun
Dark opened blurred eyes to meet Sunrise

She snubbed his gleam and hugged her dream
 

In wondrous sleep, she plundered deep
She saw Death's play and Life's decay
And oh such sweet fun to kiss the Sun

But a deadly plight to merge with his light
 

Hey you! Sun's light wore her walls thin
Let me in your midst, without you I'm extinct

But Dark was so sure, Sunny was no cure 
Be off with you Light, you're a deadly sight

 
Oh bother, to exist only through each other

Life was sweet torment without enlightenment
How to attain bliss without Sun's deadly kiss

To flirt with Light, the only way to insight
 

Sweet Dark, Sun continued, I am hooked on you
Let me near, Baby and all will be clear

Oh keeper of my spark, surround me with dark
Let me pervade your distress with my light caress

 
Sun shouldered his spark sweetly into Dark

Stance weakening, she was ripe for awakening
Dark opened drugged eyes to meet her demise

Sweetness snapped within, her womb began to spin
 

Universe of Flux, conception of paradox
All became clear; Dark knew she was always here

Acceptance the key, to surrender wild and free
Ecstasy rite, swollen with Sun's light

Peak of torment, birth of enlightenment

© Amy I. Ramdass, all rights reserved

The Birth of Enlightenment The Lotus and the Mud

The mud gave birth to a Lotus flower
And nurtured her from head to toes

Pretty soon she was feeling as tall as a tower
with fragrance as sweet as a rose…

Our Lotus became ashamed of her years as a bud
Soon after her transformation into a graceful swan

She denigrated her roots buried in the mud
As this horrible truth began to dawn

She shone as the Empress of swamp blossoms
Untainted by the mud from which she was born
All tried to tell her the mud made her awesome

But it only filled her with disgust and scorn

She left the muck one very murky day
She had to fully transcend the dirt

So she pulled up her roots without delay
And set off to find some fresh, clean earth

The realization occurred to her soon after
As her beauty faded at an alarming rate

She needed the nurturing mud and its murky water
But enlightenment had come way too late

© Amy I. Ramdass, all rights reserved

www.amyramdass.com
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The Flame of Life

All the Love and Life centered into one flame 
is the essence of life itself.

It radiates out 
into everything
to every being
to every cell

to every molecule on this planet
and the Universe.

The Flame of Life - 
from the Flame comes sparks.

The sparks are individual life forms itself.
Each spark has its own meaning,

its own frequency,
its own life span,

its own secret.
Oh how beautiful this spark!

Through life the spark will grow and connect
to all things around it because the spark

is from the Flame and we are equal sparks
that cover the whole planet.

We are connected because we are from
the same Flame.

The spark of life
is an energy,

the Love and Light,
frequency,

sometimes it can be so warming, it will bring tears
to your eyes.

In moments of enlightenment 
its a feeling of recognizing your own spark,

your own energy,
your own potential,

when every spark is functioning
how it should. 

It is in balance with all the sparks 
from the flame. 

In balance with the elements and the Universe.

All are equal there is no difference.
One may seem larger than another, 

but this is not the way it is. 
All are equal.

When the spark begins to fade
and the spark finally goes out, 

there will be rejoicing in the Heavens,
and the trumpets will sound, 

and the joy and the tears 
of family members and old souls
that you have not seen in years

welcoming you home in the Flame of Life.

© Jason Goldsworthy, all rights reserved
Email: golds222@hotmail.com
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Samadhi!

Overheard at a sesshin:
“Oh, you broke my samadhi with all your noise!”

Very funny!
Who is there to own this samadhi?

What is this that breaks?
Sleep can be broken.

Dreams can be broken.
Ordinary wakefulness can be broken.

Delusions can be broken.
Relationships can be broken.
Attachments can be broken.

I can be broken.

Who asks of enlightenment?
Who?

Who answers?
Who?

The one who would like to answer,
will never know.

Nirvana simply is.
Samadhi simply is.

Simply Be
Empty
Silent

Spacious
Still.

Take a sword and slash the air before you.
Show me the seam you've created.
Samadhi is more seamless than air,

More boundless than space,
Embracing all

As Sweet Tara's Love.
Dissolve your “I” in Her.

She'll give you what you seek. 

© Lawrence Edwards, all rights reserved

www.thesoulsjourney.com

Love

Let the flames of Love cleanse you
Of all clinging to illusion.

Let Love illumine the Truth.

Love is the most precious gift.
Love is the most sublime path.

Love is the most profound meditation.
Love is the highest attainment.

In Love  the fullness of compassion.
In Love  timeless patience.

In Love  unbounded awareness.
In Love  all is illuminated.
In Love  vast spaciousness.

In Love  form and emptiness embrace.
In Love  I and Thou disappear.

In Love 

© Lawrence Edwards, all rights reserved
www.thesoulsjourney.com

Fear of Enlightenment
Thoughts converge on jaded wings

filling the silence of forgotten things
Wake up my children, can you hear...
the silence singing beneath your fear

Shadows cry tears of joy and love
falling on hearts from below and above
Clouds of ideas cover fading sunlight
carrying warriors who fell in the night

The world swallows itself in ritual dances
giving birth to the sun that follows the trances

Stars from the Heavens shatter our dreams
making love to desires on golden streams

Moments of time conspire and plan
lost in the cracks of the heart of man

Silence and Freedom travel the open seas
on a ship without sails and imaginary breeze

© Alex N. Moyer, all rights reserved
www.sentientfire.gaia.com
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Your Spiritual Revolution Course
Life Transformation using Common Sense Practical Spiritual Science

Be Ready for Miracles!

Truth - Teaching - Tools - Technology - Transformation

“If you can start exploring possibilities,
you will start surpassing all known boundaries!” - Amitt

What you will explore...
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 Know Your Self

 Your Desires & Dreams

 God is Everywhere

 Truth leads to Peace & Happiness

 Art and Science of Balance

 Brain is in the Mind

 Love and Fear - Duality in Design

 Awareness Transforms

 Consciousness + Energy = Reality

 Law of Attraction - Act to Attract

 Freedom of Choice - Evolution vs Entropy

 Law of Karma

 Time & Space - An illusion

 Psychic / paranormal abilities exist

 As above so below: Microcosm vs Macrocosm

 Change is the only constant - Evolution

 Enlightenment - Immortality

 Law of Abundance

Objectives of YSR course

 Your Spiritual Revolution

 Significant improvement in your physical health

 Significant improvement in your emotional health

 Significant improvement in financial condition

 Significant improvement in your intelligence

 Significant improvement in your relationships

 Aligning your thoughts & activities with life goal

 Love, peace, happiness and abundance in your life

 Development of divine ego

 Development of dormant psychic abilities

 Lucid dreaming & astral travel

 Aura viewing, time travel

 Healing self and others

 Communication with your higher self

 Truth - seeking & understanding
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w Living the Truth

YSR Course Module 1 is Free!
Click here to download

YSR course emphasizes on fundamental cosmic laws and
uses thought-provoking questions to restructure your
belief system, thereby bringing positive changes in all
aspects of your life!

YSR Course will be conducted by Amitt Parikh - Executive Editor of Your Spiritual Revolution eMag,
founder of Spiritual Science & Research Foundation. He is an author, poet, mystic, IT consultant, translator,
and a professional trainer. For questions and free guidance related to YSR Module 1, please email
amitt.parikh@gmail.com with subject line ‘YSR Module 1 Guidance’.

Health, wealth, peace, happiness, satisfaction, truth... Aren’t these the very ‘things’ you are trying to achieve out there?
YSR Course will help you remember them all in abundance, by guiding you to your true Master - your true Self!

http://www.yourspiritualrevolution.org/course/YSR_Module1.pdf
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